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I, INTRODUCTION 
A. Definition of Basic Concepts 
Since its inception about fifteen years ago, mathemati­
cal programming has proven to be an extremely valuable re­
search tool. It was originally conceived as a technique for 
finding the optimum (minimum or maximum) of a linear combina­
tion of variables which must simultaneously satisfy a set of 
linear inequalities. This type of model is solved by the sim­
plex technique of linear programming. In general, the func­
tion to be optimized is called the functional and the inequali­
ties to be satisfied are called the restrictions. 
The physical problems which can be formulated in mathe­
matical programming models occur in many technical disciplines. 
However, its most widespread application has been for prob­
lems having economic implications. These range from opera­
tional analysis in industries such as petroleum and grain 
processing to the research involved in economic development on 
a national scale. Nearly all of the advancements in the sci­
ence and art of mathematical programming have been both in­
spired and supported by the research needs in the field of 
economics. Consequently, in this treatment it will be as­
sumed that only economic applications are involved and hence 
it will be appropriate to use terminology which is so oriented. 
Specifically, programming models are usually associated with 
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the task of determining an efficient allocation of scarce 
resources. 
Some common models of mathematical programming treated 
in current literature might be classified as follows: 
linear 
variable-resource 
variable-price 
integer 
full integer 
partial integer 
all-integer integer 
recursive 
dynamic 
stochastic 
non-linear functional with linear restrictions 
separable 
non-separable 
non-linear functional with non-linear restrictions 
separable 
non-separable 
dynamic. 
This classification is not intended to be exhaustive. 
It is included primarily to indicate the relationship of the 
linear integer models being considered here to the entire 
field of mathematical programming. 
The simplest formulation of a linear programming problem 
would involve the determination of a non-negative n-element 
vector, x, such that the objective function 
f(x) = c'x (1.1) 
is a maximum and the variables, x^(i = 1,2,...,n), satisfy 
Ax — b (1.2) 
where c is an n-element vector, b is an m-element vector and 
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A is an (m x n) matrix of fixed coefficients. The full integer 
programming problem involves exactly the same basic formula­
tion with one additional requirement. This is that an optimum 
solution be obtained with no variables at non-integer levels. 
As the name implies, every variable must take on integer 
values only. The computational procedure ignores the integer 
requirement in its first solution, then proceeds sequentially 
to eliminate fractional parts on the levels of the variables. 
The partial integer programming problem, again as the name 
implies, is a linear model as above in which only a particu­
lar proper subset of the variables are restricted to be 
integer-valued in the final solution. The most recent variant 
in the field of integer programming is a model referred to as 
all-integer integer programming. In this model, every coef­
ficient of the model (the A matrix and the vectors, b and c) 
must be integer-valued in the original formulation. The al­
gorithm is such that all these coefficients remain integers 
in the transformations which occur during the calculations. 
As in the full integer model, each element of the final solu­
tion vector must be integer-valued. 
B. Scope of This Study 
This study is concerned with both the formulation of 
models and with their computational aspects. For purposes 
of exposition, a particular physical problem is chosen as an 
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example. This involves a decision-making problem common to 
the metal-fabrication industry. Any mass-production indus­
trial plant which manufactures many different detail parts, 
perhaps as components which will later be assembled into 
finished machines, has a problem of standardization of raw 
material. 
The exemplary problem used here (the bar-length* problem) 
is one of minimizing the cost of storage and handling the 
inventory of steel bars used in production. Where more than 
one part is manufactured from the same class of steel (the 
same cross sectional shape and chemical grade), economic con­
sideration should be given to the purchasing alternatives 
available. A single length of bar might be specified from 
which all of these parts would be manufactured. If so, then 
a bar length should be established which minimizes unneces­
sary waste by considering the length required for each part. 
This waste arises when the usable bar length is not an integer 
multiple of the part length. An alternative, of course, is to 
purchase a special bar length for each part. This would re­
duce the unnecessary waste of material to zero but would not 
always minimize overall cost when the cost of steel storage 
is considered. It is assumed that the storage cost is a 
linear function of the two-dimensional floor area required by 
a steel storage rack. In other words, the storage costs would 
*The hyphen will be omitted from this often-used term 
in the sequel. 
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be the same for each different bar length within class of 
steel. It is assumed that the capacity of a single rack will 
store all bars required within any particular classification 
regardless of the number of different parts assigned to be 
made from the particular bar length. This will be a realistic 
simplification in most practical situations. 
This same problem is used to show how special techniques 
(some of them being more an art than a science) might be sub­
stituted for the classical integer programming. The important 
point of this section is that no matter how well one is able 
to depict a physical problem as a programming model, considera­
tion should always be given to the possibility of using some 
special characteristic of a problem which might permit a more 
efficient solution. A brief description is given of a method 
which utilizes the fact that the integer variables are allowed 
to be only zero or one. A more extensive description is given 
of a combinatorial method of solving the bar length problem. 
The computational aspects of integer programming were 
considered from the standpoint of computing efficiency and 
size of model limitations. A new computational method is pre­
sented for the full integer and partial integer algorithms. 
This new method permits the use of the product form of the 
inverse in its calculations. The published computer programs 
which are available to date use an *in-core1 type of procedure 
which limits the size of the input model to those which can 
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be stored in the immediate-access storage of the computer. 
The use of the so-called 'product-form-of-inverse* method re­
laxes size limitation considerably. The integer algorithm 
involves, in addition to the original restrictions, a set of 
restrictions which are computed from intermediate results 
during the calculations. This new method uses the original 
data in column-order form and the new data in row-order form. 
Consideration is given to the problem of conditioning 
the matrix of linear programming coefficients. A specific 
conditioning technique is presented which uses an analysis of 
variance procedure on the logarithms of the coefficients. 
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II. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF INTEGER PROGRAMMING 
The first automatic algorithm for integer programming 
was developed by Gomory (1958)» The need for such an algorithm 
became apparent soon after the technique of linear program­
ming became known. The requirement in its earliest concep­
tion arose out of the need to express a model with indivisi­
bilities of the units of some or all of the variables. As 
will be shown later, its utility has been extended to provide 
a great deal of flexibility to a linear model. 
In considering the area of linear mathematical economics, 
there are essentially three separate rather sophisticated 
techniques being applied. The earliest of these to be devel­
oped was game theory. It was introduced by John von Neumann 
(1928). In the theory of games there is an analogy between 
competitive economic situations and the conflict situations 
which arise in conventional parlor games of skill. That is, 
the participants are considered as opponents whose objectives 
are incompatible. Best strategies for each of the partici 
pants depend upon the strategies of the opponents. 
Chronologically, the second of these techniques to be 
developed was input-output analysis. This is due to Leontief 
(1936). This approach to economic analysis has several ap­
plications but the one which motivated its earliest use was 
to display and analyze the interrelationships of goods pro­
duced and consumed within a closed economy under assumed 
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equilibrium conditions. Later uses of this model allow one 
to impose external output requirements on the system and de­
termine the levels of production required of each of the in­
dividual sectors of the economy consistent with any specified 
output pattern. 
Linear programming, as a method of analysis in linear 
economics, had its origin in 1947. Dantzig, of the RAND 
Corporation, developed it and first used it as a planning 
tool while a consultant for the U. S. Air Force. The funda­
mental paper by Dantzig (1951) was not published until four 
years later when it formed a chapter in a book edited by 
Koopmans. The published literature in the area of linear pro­
gramming remained sparse until 1953. Since that time there 
has been considerable effort expended in furthering the use 
of linear programming. Its application has mushroomed. The 
practitioners have at times seemed confused on whether its 
application should be classed as a science or an art. This 
confusion arises for a number of reasons. One of these deals 
with the problem of describing the actual situation within the 
framework of a linear model, Not only is the question of ap­
propriateness involved but also the necessity of limiting both 
the number of equations and the number of variables of the 
model to keep then computational problem within the limits of 
computer capacity and monetary resources available for com­
puting. This problem, in particular, has led to extensive 
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work directed towards improving the computational methods. 
The best computational method for any particular computer will 
depend on several factors. Among these factors will be the 
type of input-output devices available, the speeds of these 
devices, the availability of floating-point hardware, the 
amount (if any) of immediate-access storage and the relative 
execution times of the various machine instructions. Due to 
the large number of different computer designs in operation 
and the flexibility of configurations and hardware available 
for each computer, a large number of linear programming meth­
ods are in use today. Some of these differences relate to 
computing efficiency alone while others involve such special 
techniques as parametric programming or ranging procedures. 
The full integer programming algorithm has not, to the 
writer's knowledge, been included as a part of a linear pro­
gramming program but has been programmed separately because of 
its deviation from the conventional linear programming algor­
ithm. It will be shown later that the usual linear programming 
algorithm may be modified to extend its use to full integer 
programming. In particular, there exists a method which per­
mits the very useful product-form-of-inverse technique to be 
modified for use with the full integer program. 
Until 1958, when Gomory announced his automatic algorithm 
for integer programming, there had been little published in 
this area. The topic was usually covered as a special case 
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of discrete-variable extremum problems. Much of the literature 
originated from the RAND Corporation. Dantzig was probably 
the major contributor to this literature. Much of this dealt 
with the need for a computational method and expressed models 
for which the method was required. Some, however, described 
algorithms which would solve specialized models but often 
would be computationally prohibitive for anything but trivially 
small problems. 
Several of the techniques dealt specifically with models 
in which the value of all of the variables (or at least those 
required to be integer) were restricted to be the integers 
zero or one. As Dantzig (1957) explains, the discrete problem 
may always be transformed to this case if upper bounds are 
known. For, if x is a variable that can take on only integer 
values and the integer k is an upper bound for x such that 
x S k, then x can be replaced by several variables, y^, taken 
as the sum 
x = yi + y2 + ... +Yi + ... + yk (yi = 0 or 1). (2.1) 
In essentially all practical problems, an upper bound may be 
determined for each of the variables so the model may be put 
into the 0, 1 form. For this reason, Dantzig (1957) refers 
to this representation of the discrete programming problem as 
the standard discrete form. It is obvious that the size of 
the model might become immense in this case unless the range 
of each of the x variables is very narrow and the number of x 
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variables is reasonably small. 
One of these methods was presented by Benders (1959) at 
the RAND Symposium on Mathematical Programming in 1959. Its 
concept arises out of the functional equation technique which 
is used by Bellman (1954) in the theory of dynamic program­
ming. In fact, Bellman (1956) uses the functional equation 
approach to solve specialized models of the discrete pro­
gramming problem. The problem can be solved by the Benders 
method if the model can be formulated in the following way. 
If A is an (m x n) matrix, b an m-element vector and c an 
n-element vector, it is required to determine a non-negative 
n-element vector, x, subject to the constraints 
Ax £ b 
Xj = 0 or 1 (j = 1,2,...,n) (2.2) 
for which 
f(x) = c'x 
attains its maximum value. The quantity of numbers to be cal­
culated is given by the formula 
(m + 2)2n . (2.3) 
Since the dependence on the number of variables, x, is ex­
ponential, it is obvious that this imposes a strong limitation 
on the size of model that can be handled by any given computer. 
The first automatic algorithm for the partial integer 
programming model was also presented by Goraory (1960a). The 
partial integer model is the same as the full integer model 
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with the obvious exception that only some specified subcollec­
tion of the variables are restricted to be integers. 
It was shown how the full integer model, with appropriate 
substitutions, could be transformed into the so-called stand­
ard discrete form of 0, 1 variables. It is also possible to 
transform the partial integer model into the full integer 
model. In order to do this there must be a substitution of 
discrete variables to replace the continuous variables in the 
original model. Hence, by a two-step process the continuous 
variable may be transformed into the standard discrete form. 
The substitution presented is an approximation but the ac­
curacy of the approximation may be made as close as desired. 
As might be expected, a higher demand for accuracy results 
in the need for a higher number of additional variables in the 
substitution process. As in the transformation to the standard 
discrete form, this substitution assumes that upper bounds can 
be determined for each of the continuous variables. 
Let x be a continuous variable and k be some upper bound 
such that x s k, then x can be replaced by several variables, 
y^, taken as the sum 
x = r®ym+ rm+1ym+1+ ... + r1yi+...+ rn~1yn_1+rnyn (2.4) 
(OS y^ <r) 
where r, m and n are integers which depend on the upper bound 
of x and the accuracy desired. The value of r must be positive 
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as its use here is similar to the radix of a numbering system 
but the values of m and n are not restricted to be positive. 
It is assumed that m< n. This method may be used to transform 
a continuous variable directly to a set of several 0, 1 va­
riables if r is taken to be two and m is taken to be zero 
with n determined by the upper bound on x. With r and m 
specified here to be two and zero, respectively, the accuracy 
with which the new variables represent the old is limited to 
the nearest integer since no fraction of an integer is re-
presentable. With r = m = 1 and n = k, this becomes the spe­
cial case used by Dantzig in equation 2.1 to transform the 
integer variable x into the set of 0, 1 variables, y^. For 
ks»2 in equation 2.1, the equation 2.4 with r s»l is a more 
efficient transformation than that of Dantzig because it re­
presents the same range with fewer new variables. 
The most recent development of note was by Gomory (1960b). 
He has published an automatic algorithm for the all-integer 
integer program. This is the special case of the full integer 
model in which all original coefficients of the structural 
matrix, resource vector and functional are integers. It has 
one very good computational advantage over the full integer 
and partial integer algorithms. In all three algorithms, the 
computer must repeatedly optimize a linear model of a system 
of equations in which one newly-formed equation has been added. 
The optimal solution is found for this set of equations and if 
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the integer conditions are not met, the process is repeated 
by forming a new equation to add to the system. This two-step 
process of (1) optimization and (2) forming a new equation is 
repeated successively until the specified conditions of the 
problem are met. In both the full integer and the partial 
integer algorithm, the repeated addition of new equations may 
lead to a burdensome increase in the size of the matrix. This 
burden can become quite significant in both use of storage 
capacity and in computing time. Although requiring the forma­
tion of a new equation as in the other two algorithms, each 
newly formed equation in the all-integer algorithm may be dis­
carded from the model as soon as the optimal solution in which 
it has been considered has been found. Where the conditions 
required for use of this model are satisfied, this algorithm 
should be very useful because the fixed array size is easier 
to deal with computationally. 
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III. FORMULATION OF INTEGER PROGRAMMING MODELS 
A. Types of Restrictions Specified by Integer Programming 
As,the state of the art of mathematical programming 
progresses, the practitioners present stronger demands in 
terms of refinements in the models and in attempts to formulate 
appropriate models of more complex situations. Many times 
there are situations which, on cursory observation, appear to 
be non-linear programming models. For some of these non­
linear models alternative formulations exist within the frame­
work of integer programming. These formulations are linear 
in nature and yet are capable of describing the same physical 
restrictions. Where these alternatives exist, the linear 
models would, in general, be desired from a computational 
standpoint. The algorithms which have been developed for in­
teger programming provide means of stipulating that all or 
certain subsets of the variables must, at the optimal solution, 
take on integer values. This notion departs from the usual 
situation in linear programming in which the variables are 
free to assume all real non-negative values (within the upper 
and lower bounds imposed by the restrictions). 
As an example, suppose that it is desired to constrain 
variables x and y so that at least one of them takes on a zero 
level in the optimal solution. This restriction imposed as 
(x)(y) = 0 results in a non-linear programming model of a 
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non-convex nature. The same restriction on the model might 
also be stipulated in a linear programming model by use of a 
partial-integer programming algorithm. 
In this case an ancillary variable, u, is used which 
will be assigned integer values only. Assuming that maximum 
and minimum bounds for x and y can be determined, the restric­
tions of the model are now formulated. Suppose that o£ xS 1000 
and o<y;£2000 are the applicable bounds for x and y. Then 
the inequalities 
-x -u(-1000) >0 
-y -(l-u)(-2000) SO (3.1) 
u < 1 
are used in the model with the non-negativity requirement of 
linear programming automatically imposing the u >0 qualifi­
cation. This means that OSuSl and thus the only integers 
that the variable u is allowed to take on are zero and one. 
Under the partial integer algorithm, the solution with 
u = 0 implies that the set of inequalities 3.1 reduce to 
-x SO 
(3.2) 
-y + 2000 S 0 
which specifies the situation wherein x is zero and y is per­
mitted to be non-zero. An optimal solution with u = 1 implies 
that the set of inequalities 3.1 become 
-x + 1000 20 
(3.3) 
-y SO 
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which, conversely, specifies that y is zero while x is per­
mitted to be non-zero. 
Particularly useful applications of partial integer pro­
gramming arise where convexity requirements of linear models 
are not satisfied. One of these occurs in economic models 
when certain projects may each need to be considered at dis­
tinct levels, each of which will be called subprojects. For 
example, an area agricultural-development study may consider 
the affect of irrigation upon the economy. The nature of the 
investment and the availability of research data may be such 
that only a few selected subprojects are to be considered in 
the problem. The model will be discussed under the assumption 
that irrigation, for example, is only one of several completely 
different projects which are to be analyzed in the study. 
Let there be different projects, p^, i = 1,2,...,1. The 
utilization of the ith project, for example, may be permitted 
in the model as several different subprojects, vj,j, j = 
1,2,..., j£. For each of the subprojects of the ith pro­
ject, any of a set of Kjj structural activities are allowed. 
These are designated as the variables Xjjk» k = l,2,...,K^j-
It is desired to formulate the model such that no x^jk is al­
lowed to take on a non-zero value unless subproject v^j is 
in the program. Let uXijk be an upper bound on the variable 
Kij 
xijk» then uij " 2 ^ uXjjk is an upper bound for the total of 
all activities which are restricted to zero unless Vjj is in 
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the program. If the constants lNi and UN£ are defined to be 
the minimum and maximum number, respectively, of different 
subprojects of the ith project to be permitted in the optimal 
program, these restrictions can be imposed on the model with 
the following relationships: 
vij — 1 (i - 1,2, ...,I; j = 1,2, 
Kij 
vi i<Ui i>~ 2 = 1,2,...,l; j = 1,2,...,^) 
1J 1J k=l J (3.4) 
Ji 
2 V: : ~ iN.- (i = 1,2,...,I) j=l J x 1 
Ji 
2 vij — yN£ (i - 1,2,...}I) . j=l 
Integer requirements are imposed on the v^j which together 
with the implied non-negativity requirement, force the v^j 
each to take on values of either zero or one. 
If, as is usually the case, only one level of a particu­
lar project is permitted then let = 0 and UN^ = 1. 
B. Description of Bar-Length Problem 
A model of this nature can be used to describe a situa­
tion which exists in many industrial corporations. The model 
to be derived here involves determining an efficient use of 
bar steel in a mass-production type manufacturing organization. 
Bar stock, as discussed here, is purchased in specified lengths 
and for purposes of exposition it will be assumed that these 
lengths will be limited to a minimum of 120 inches and a maxi­
mum of 240 inches. Each one of these bars is then used to 
make some (as many as possible — sometimes one) pieces of a 
particular machine part. The making of two or more different 
machine parts from the same physical bar of steel is not per­
mitted. Before material for any part can be provided, infor­
mation is required on the number of pieces of that part which 
can be produced from a single bar. This number, for a given 
length of bar, will depend not only on the amount of material 
required for that part but also on the amount of unsalvageable 
material required on the end of each bar. This amount, in 
inches of length, will be called allowance. 
The allowance on each bar depends on the type of manu­
facturing process involved and the particular machines used 
for processing. The initial operation in the manufacturing 
process usually severs the bar of steel into unique amounts 
required for making one piece. This might be done with a 
drop hammer, lathe, saw or shear. In nearly all cases, this 
certain allowance of material is required from each bar for 
handling purposes and this amount is independent of the number 
of parts cut from each bar. For example, the lathe and saw 
need a minimum length for gripping the stock while a shear, 
for safety reasons, requires a minimum length of allowance to 
protect fingers from the shear blade. 
In the industrial shop hypothesized here, many different 
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parts are being made. For these parts, a schedule is assumed 
available giving the quantity of each required to be produced 
during the time period under consideration. The engineering 
design together with a consideration of the manufacturing 
process to be used determines the cross sectional shape and 
chemical grade of steel to be used for each part. The length 
of material from a bar required to make a single piece often 
can be determined only by a trial run using the actual pro­
duction processes. If there were no storage costs involved 
for the bar stock and if storage space was unlimited, a length 
of bar would be established for each different part so that 
no more than the unsalvageable allowance on each bar would be 
wasted. This would result in the ultimate for efficiency of 
material use ignoring storage costs and losses through tied-up 
capital. This situation does not exist in practical cases. 
Costs are associated with the storage space and it would be 
impossible from space considerations to stock a special bar-
length for each different part in production. Hence, it will 
often be found that using a bar length which doesn't exactly 
fit the part length will be necessary in order to comply with 
the restrictions. 
It is assumed that a certain amount of standardization 
has been imposed in design. Thus, when parts are grouped ac­
cording to cross sectional shape and chemical grade of the 
source material, there is usually more than one part within 
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each classification. A list of some probable classes of bar 
steel is given in Table 1. In the situation being presented, 
assume that from one to twenty-five parts appear in each classi­
fication with, for example, ten as the median of this set of 
numbers. From this consideration, all parts are classified 
Table 1. Example of some classes of bar steel 
Cross sec­
tional di­
mension 
Society of 
Automotive 
Approximate 
Weight per cost per 
linear inch linear inch 
(inches) grade (pounds) (dollars) 
1 7/8 round SAE 1045 cold drawn 0.171 0.0257 
2 1 1/4 round SAE 1020 cold drawn 0.349 0.0454 
3 2 round SAE 1020 hot rolled 0.894 0.0715 
4 l/2 square SAE 1080 hot rolled 0.071 0.0078 
5 2 l/4 square SAE 1020 hot rolled 1.440 0.1152 
6 l/4x 2 1/2 flat SAE 1045 hot rolled 0.178 0.0178 
7 l/2x 7/8 flat SAE 1045 hot rolled 0.125 0.0125 
8 5/8x 3 1/2 flat SAE 1045 hot rolled 0.622 0.0560 
into mutually exclusive steel classes and with each of these 
steel classes is associated a set of bar lengths. An as­
signment of parts to bars must be made such that each part in 
a class is produced from one of the set of bar lengths as­
sociated with that class. A hypothetical example of a re­
sulting classification of bars and parts for a particular 
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class of steel is shown in Table 2. Given a particular steel 
class and the list of parts which use this class, it is re­
quired to establish the length and quantity of bars to be 
ordered to satisfy the production requirements. It may be 
that one length will be established from which all the dif­
ferent parts of this class will be manufactured. On the 
other hand, because of high production requirements and hetero­
geneous lengths of the parts, it may be most economical to 
establish a different bar length for each different part in 
the class. Of course, any assignment between these two ex­
tremes is feasible. 
The programming model used must reflect the restriction 
of a specific limit on the number of different bar lengths 
ordered. This limit is determined by the number of storage 
racks available. This is the only restriction other than the 
fact that a bar length must be specified for each different 
part to be produced. The functional must reflect the cost of 
steel for the total production requirement during the time 
period under consideration. This information is required for 
each different part for each of the different bar lengths from 
which production of this part is being considered. 
Each of the real activities (variables, x^jk) of the 
integer programming model, as it is being formulated here, 
trill represent the assignment of a particular part to a par­
ticular bar length of its appropriate class of steel. The 
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Table 2. Assignment of parts to bar lengths within a class 
of steel ; Class of steel : size—7/8 inch round ; 
Grade—S.A.E. 1045 cold drawn 
Allowance 
Length Length required No. of No. of Waste 
of bar Part of part per bar pieces pieces per bar 
inches no. inches inches scheduled per bar inches 
184 C-1280 18.00 4.0 7,250 10 4.00 
C-1375 2.50 4.0 5,237 72 4.00 
C-2633 13.00 2.0 46,558 14 2.00 
J-1520 6.25 8.0 13,000 28 9.00 
J-1521 6.25 8.0 13,000 28 9.00 
J-6218 11.00 6.0 23,279 16 8.00 
207 C-1173 25.00 7.0 17,280 7 7.00 
C-1379 3.75 8.0 5,200 53 8.25 
C-2837 9.25 3.0 78,000 22 3.50 
J-9305 13.25 7.0 21,232 15 8.25 
231 C-1826 19.00 3.0 93,300 12 3.00 
C-1827 19.00 3.0 93,300 12 3.00 
C-2931 32.50 3.0 1,563 7 3.50 
C-2986 1.50 6.0 7,200 150 6.00 
J-1832 13.25 5.0 19,250 17 5.75 
J-1861 18.75 5.0 20,000 12 6.00 
J-7132 22.75 3.0 65,500 10 3.50 
J-7133 22.75 3.0 65,500 10 3.50 
J-9118 6.00 3.0 6,200 38 3.00 
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production requirements establish which parts will be con­
sidered in the model. An explanation will be given here of 
the method of selecting the set of bar lengths to be con­
sidered. It should be emphasized that this selection process 
is in no way a part of the integer programming problem itself 
but is a means of delimiting the set of alternative activities 
to be included in the model. This set of bar lengths within 
each class is unique and quite easily determined. In actual 
practice it would be a preliminary calculation used to estab­
lish the model and is included here for completeness. 
For each part, a sequence of products may be obtained by 
multiplication of the length of part by each of the integers 
n = 1,2,... and to each of these products is added the al­
lowance per bar required for the particular part being con­
sidered. The set of these numbers which fall within the range 
of bar lengths permitted (suggested earlier to be between 120 
and 240 inches) is a member of the set of bar lengths which 
must be considered. The union of all of these sets, derived 
from consideration of each of the parts within a class, form 
the set of bar lengths from which will be selected those bar 
lengths to be ordered within each class of cross section and 
grade. Two parts (C-2633 and J-6218) have been chosen from 
Table 2 to use in an example of how this set of eligible bar 
lengths is formed. Table 3 shows the set which arises from 
each of the parts and the union of this set of bar lengths 
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Table 3. Bar lengths considered for a class containing two 
parts 
1 2 
Part number C-2633 J-6218 
Symbol for pieces per bar Ni N2 
Symbol for length of part Ll L2 
Symbol for allowance Al A2 
Length of part (inches) 13 11 
Allowance required per bar (inches) 2 6 
Range of bar lengths considered (inches): 120-240 
Class of steel : 7/8 inch round S.A.E. 1045 cold drawn 
Bar lengths 
N1 NlLl N1L1+A1 n2 n2l2 n2l2+a2 considered 
7 91 93 
8 88 94 
9 99 105 
8 104 106 
10 110 116 
9 117 119 
11 121 127 127 
10 130 132 132 
12 132 138 138 
11 143 145 145 
13 143 149 149 
12 156 158 158 
14 154 160 160 
13 169 171 15 165 171 171 
16 176 182 182 
14 182 184 184 
17 187 . 193 193 
15 195 197 197 
18 198 204 204 
16 208 210 210 
19 209 215 215 
17 221 223 223 
20 220 226 226 
18 234 236 236 
21 231 237 237 
22 242 248 
19 247 249 
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being considered. 
As was shown, the number of different lengths considered 
for each class depend upon the length of each part, the allow­
ance required for each part and the number of different parts 
in the class. For a class of, say, 10 different parts, it 
might be reasonable to find the set being considered to con­
tain between 100 and 200 different bar lengths. To be com­
plete, a length equal to the minimum permissible bar length 
should be in the set. It should be added to the set unless 
it is already included from the previous considerations. Al­
though this shortest permitted length may rarely be included 
in those to be purchased, it must be included for the follow­
ing statement to hold. Given any arbitrary bar length in the 
permissible range but not in the set described above, then the 
total amount of steel required may be reduced by decreasing 
the bar length until it is equal to the next lesser length in 
the set. This is obvious since in no case will the reduction 
in bar length reduce the number of pieces to be made from each 
bar of steel. It is a consequence of this fact that permits 
the establishment of the finite set of bar lengths to be con­
sidered for each class of steel. 
Before specifying the model mathematically there remains 
the problem of determining the proper coefficients for the 
functional. There are several alternatives which will result 
in the same optimal solution. The one chosen here is to 
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minimize the entire cost of the steel consumed within the 
framework of the given restrictions. Since costs per pound 
are expected to vary among classes of steel, it is necessary 
to express the functional in cost instead of weight. The 
various classes are competing for storage racks available. 
For each part, a separate cost coefficient is required 
for each of the different bar lengths from which it is per­
mitted to make the part. Given the part and the bar length, 
the coefficient would be given by multiplying the cost per 
bar by the ratio of the total production required to the num­
ber of pieces of the part which could be made from one bar of 
this length. The total number of these coefficients required 
is the three-factor product of number of classes of steel, , 
number of different bar lengths being considered in each class 
and the number of different parts in each class. 
C. Formulation of Bar-Length Problem as Integer Model 
For a mathematical formulation of the model, the follow­
ing notation is defined. There are I different classes of 
steel, p^(i = 1,2,...,I), and different bar lengths, 
i 
v..(j = 1,2,...,Jj), considered within each class. The total 
number of bar lengths considered would then be given by 
i=lJl " 
There are different parts, x^ %(k = 1,2,...,K^), for con­
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sideration within each of the I classes of steel. The vari­
able X£jk will indicate the part x^ ^  being made from the j*h 
bar length of the i**1 class of steel. Likewise, the constant 
aijk will be the cost coefficient associated with variable 
xijk* The total number of available storage racks, R, is 
given. This is the limit on the total number of different bar 
lengths permitted. The problem is to minimize the functional 
I Ji Ki 
f(x) = 2 2 2 ai ikxi ik (3.5) 
i=lj=l k=l J J 
subject to the constraints 
Ji 
1 — 2  X i j j ^  ( i — 1 , 2 , . • • , I j  k  —  1 , 2 , . . . ,  K i  )  ( 3 . 6 a )  
Ki 
2 2 Xijk ( i—1 > 2,..., I j j — 1,2, ».«,Ji) (3.6b) 
R ~ 2 2 Vj= (3.6c) 
i ±J 
Ji 
i=l j=l
with 0,1 integer requirements on all of the Xiand v^j. 
Specific restrictions must often be included in the 
model to limit the range of each of the integer variables, 
particularly where 0,1-type variables are involved as here. 
For the integer-valued variables in this model, the minimum 
of zero is inherent in the simplex technique and the maximum 
of one is implied by the existing restrictions. Equation 3.6a 
sets a maximum of one for the sum of Xijk variables where the 
sum is over the j subscript (bar lengths within class). By 
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this restriction then a single Xjj^ variable could not be 
greater than one. The implication that each of the v^j 
variables will not be greater than one is less obvious. These 
variables are not explicitly so restricted but the economics 
expressed by the functional are such that, for any integer-
valued V£j greater than one, a better solution exists. Hence, 
the optimum is not achieved with any V£j greater than one. If 
the relation limiting the total number of bar lengths (equation 
3.6c) does not turn out to be restricting in the final solu­
tion, then the entire problem is trivial since each part could 
have been assigned to that bar length for which it alone is 
most economical. Assume then that equation 3.6c is restricting. 
This restriction can permit the maximum number of different 
bar lengths only if each V£j variable never exceeds one. The 
K£ (number of different parts in i**1 class) used as coeffi­
cients in the restrictions are such that a level of one for 
the corresponding Vij permits complete freedom within a class 
for assignment of parts to that bar length. A level greater 
than one does not add any greater freedom. Hence, in the 
only meaningful cases (those where equation 3.6c is restrict­
ing), the V£j variables will never be greater than one at the 
optimal solution. 
As often happens in mathematical programming models, the 
dimensionality problem arises here. The number of variables 
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becomes exhorbitant. As is apparent from the set of restric­
tions given, the overall matrix of coefficients appears as a 
set of submatrices interconnected over the index i with only 
the single restriction 
I Ji 
R » 2 2 Vj; . 
i=l j=l J 
One of this set of submatrices would appear as in Figure 1. 
D. Decomposition Procedures Applied 
to the Bar-Length Problem 
The above general form of the matrix of coefficients 
suggests an approach by the decomposition principle of Dantzig 
(1958b). The decomposition method permits the segmentation 
of the matrix so that the problem may be solved in several 
steps. At each step it deals with a comparatively small matrix 
In general, it is an iterative procedure which finds an op­
timum solution by alternately finding a sub-optimum solution 
for each of the segments and a dual solution to the intercon­
necting matrix. 
The method to be suggested here is not the formal de­
composition method but it is a method which permits finding 
the overall optimum solution by finding an optimum solution 
for each of the segments separately. By assigning a cost, c, 
to the use of a storage rack, this cost may be reflected in 
the functional by charging this cost to each of the different 
*111*112""*11K. *121*122"*12K. *131*132" "*13K. *1J.1*1J.2"*1J.K. \l^i2^13"""\j. 
f = ^111^112""^11K ^21^122" ^12K. ^131^32" ^13K. ^lJ.l^iJ.2"^iJ.K 1 i i 3. i l i 
1 = 1  1  1  1  
1 = 1  1  1  1  
1 = 1  1  i  i  
0*1 1 ... 1 _K 
0 ^  3. 1 
B 
l 
-K. 
° - 11 1 1_K 
l 
1 3 .... 1 _K_^ 
1 1 1 ... .1 
Fi iGure 1. Matrix of dctachod coefficients for the i^h one of the I cuWatrlccs of the complete model 
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bar lengths used. This cost will automatically tend to con­
trol the total number of bar lengths used within each class of 
steel. The preliminary proposal here is to use this new 
functional and solve a subproblem separately for each class 
of steel. The total number of different bar lengths to which 
parts are assigned will be the total of these of each subprob­
lem. A judicious choice of cost for the use of a storage 
rack will result in a solution which is compatible with the 
number of racks available. It wouldn't be expected that the 
assignments of bar lengths would exactly equal the number of 
storage racks. However, the number of different bar lengths 
assigned is a monotonically non-increasing function of the 
cost per storage rack. Thus a little experience should make 
it possible to arrive at a suitable solution. It is expected 
that two or three trial solutions may be required in order to 
find a suitable result but the computing cost would undoubtedly 
be considerably less than either the solution of the original 
model (if at all possible) or the true decomposition method. 
With C as the assigned cost per storage rack, the newly 
formulated subproblem would be to minimize the functional 
(3.7) 
subject to the constraints 
1 — 2  x  •  - - u .  ( k  —  1 , 2 , . .  j=l 1Jk .., Kj^) 
(3.8a) 
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Ki 
Kivi j £ 2 Xijk ( J "" 1 » 2,... » Ji ) (3.8b) 
with 0,1 integer requirements on all of the Xijk and Vij. 
This subproblem is solved for each of the I classes of steel, 
Pi(i = 1,2,...,1). For the ith class of steel the matrix of 
detached coefficients with the functional coefficients in­
cluded would appear as in Figure 2. Each of these models is 
identical to the i**1 submatrix of Figure 1 except for the 
functional and the elimination of the restriction on number 
of storage racks. 
If a parametric programming program is available, this 
trial solution approach may be replaced by a direct approach. 
This involves parameterizing the storage cost per rack, C, 
in each of the subproblems. For some value of C, the total 
number of bar lengths assigned will presumably equal the num­
ber of racks available. The range of C covered by the para­
metric program must be large enough to insure that it brackets 
the optimal value of C. The procedure would be to plot the 
solutions of each of the subproblems in terms of number of 
bar lengths assigned for every value of C. If these step 
functions are summed over all subproblems, the optimal c can 
be read from the total step function at the point where the 
total number of bars assigned is equal to the number of racks 
available. By the nature of this step function, there will 
usually be a range of C, rather than a single value, which 
*ill*112"*ilK^ *121*122"*12K. *131*132"*!3^ *1J1*1J 2" 
f = ^111^112" "llK^ ^121^122" ^12K^ .a.^ *ÏJ^1*1J 2' 
1 = 1  1  1  1  
1 = 1  1  1  i  
1 = 1 
0 > 1 1 1 
0 h 11 
o 2- 11 
0 > 1 1 
Figure 2. Matrix of detached coefficients for the decomposed model 
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will yield the correct number of bar lengths. Figure 3 shows 
an example of these step functions for the case of three sub-
problems. With N as the number of racks available, any C, 
say C3, within the range to Cg would yield the appropriate 
result. Once a value for C3 is determined, the assignment of 
parts to bar lengths is determined from the subproblems. 
The decomposition approach to the solution of the bar 
length problem is often more appropriate than it appears from 
the above description. Under some methods of cost accounting 
and with certain physical storage conditions existing, it may 
actually be more realistic to charge a certain fixed amount 
for the storage space per bar. This is especially true where 
there are alternative uses for the available space. Under 
these conditions it is assumed that the cost assigned per bar 
length would be determined by cost accounting procedures in­
stead of being arbitrarily varied to adjust the number of 
different bar lengths assigned. Hence, a direct solution to 
the problem is obtained with no trial and error aspects to it. 
From a practical standpoint, one particular advantage follows 
from this direct solution. The solution of each subproblem 
may be used immediately as computed with no time lapse while 
awaiting the results of subsequent subproblems involving the 
other classes of steel. 
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Sub-problem no. 1 
À 
Subproblem no. 2 
buoprooxem r.o. j 
Total step function 
C1 J C2 
°3 
Cost of storage per rack 
Figure 3- Example of step functions required for parametric 
programming approach 
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IV. ALTERNATIVE METHODS FOR INTEGER MODELS 
A. Need for Consideration of Alternative Methods 
Once any programming model is formulated, it is sound 
practice to review it in an attempt to make simplifying re­
visions. There are often several means of specifying a given 
set of conditions. In addition, for each particular way of 
specifying the model, there are a choice of algorithms which 
can be used to find the optimal solution. Since nearly all 
models are in some respect only approximations to the situation 
it is intended to describe, there may be several ways to depict 
the approximation. 
From a model building standpoint, the development of the 
linear programming model in the previous section was a complete­
ly satisfactory approach to the bar length problem. On the 
other hand, it always serves the best interests of research to 
solve a problem with the expenditure of the least possible re­
sources. In some cases, a practical size of problem at some 
computer installations would be impossible, or at least im-
. > 
practical, at installations with less powerful computing facili­
ties. At any rate, alternatives which widen the scope of com­
putational possibilities should not be neglected. In many 
cases the formal mathematics used in a classical approach to a 
problem does not permit the research worker to take advantage 
of any special knowledge of the problem. In these cases, ad hoc 
methods which combine the art of problem solving with the 
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formalism of the usual scientific method will permit the com­
putations to be tailored to the particular problem. It is the 
intention here to review the bar length problem in some detail 
pointing out several alternatives for handling the same model. 
B. Computational Method for Zero-One Variables 
In particular, a method by Benders e_t al. (1959) will be 
discussed followed by a combinatorial approach to the problem. 
The method by Benders utilizes the 0,1 integer specification 
on all of the structural variables of the problem. 
In terms of the model described in the previous section, 
consider the n-element vector of variables 
(Xin,xil2» • • • »xiji^i, vii» vi2» * • * »viji) 
as the vector x where 
Xj = 0 or 1 (j = 1,2,...,n) 
and the n-element functional vector 
^
aill» ^£12* * * * 'aij»C,C,...,C) 
as the vector c. The resource vector of the problem had 
(Ki + J^) elements and in this context will be the m-element 
vector b. It should be noticed, of course, that the problem 
formulation'being used here compares to the selection of the 
most efficient bar lengths within each class of steel and in­
dependent of the requirements in the other classes. The (m,n) 
matrix of detached coefficients will be denoted as A with its 
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jth column denoted as A. j . The n-element vector e(k) is the 
unit vector with unity as its kth element. 
It is required to find the vector x, subject to the con­
straints 
Ax S b 
for which 
f(x) - c'x 
is a minimum. The vectors y, where y = b - Ax are calculated 
for the various x vectors to discern which solutions are feasi­
ble. The y vectors are calculated in (n+1) blocks, Bk 
(k = 0,1,....,n), as follows: 
B0 contains only the vector y^^= b 
Bk+1 contains the 2k vectors y^^ obtained from the vectors 
already calculated in previous blocks by means of 
the formula 
y(t)= y(t-2 ,k+1 (t = 2k, 2k+l,...,2k+il). (4.1) 
The vector x'*' corresponding to the vector y'*' satisfies the 
recurrence relation 
x^^) = 0 (4.2a) 
x(t)_ x(t-2 )+g(k+l) ££ •  y(t) is in Bk+i» (4.2b) 
If the function g(y) given by 
g(y) = c'x (4.3) 
then 
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g(y(t)) = g(y(t~2k)) + Ck+1 if y(t) is in Bk+i. (4.4) 
Using the equations 4.1, 4.2a, 4.2b and 4.3, the compu­
tations would proceed as follows : 
1. Calculate y^, and g(y^)) successively. 
2. Check whether 
g(y(t)) •« min g(y(s)) (4.5) 
with the minimum taken over all vectors y^s^ with set for 
which y-S^£0 (i = 1,2, ...,m). 
3. If 4.5 is true, check y(^) for feasibility, that is, 
check if y[^2 0 (i = 1,2,... ,m). If yes, record the correspond­
ing and g(y(^)). 
4. Repeat steps 1,2,3 until all 2n vectors have been 
investigated. The last x^) recorded at step 3 is the solu­
tion vector corresponding to the minimizing solution of the 
problem. This solution is the last g(y^^) recorded at step 3. 
The computational effort required by this method involves 
(m+2)(2)n quantities to be calculated. Hence, the time required 
is approximately proportional to the number of rows but in­
creases exponentially as the number of columns. If every one 
of the (2)n y vectors needed to be investigated, this method 
would also be prohibitive for present computers. Furtunately, 
the method includes some exclusion rules which permit the 
elimination of many of these vectors. 
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C. Combinatorial Approach to Bar-Length Problem 
The special nature of the bar length problem makes it 
amenable to a combinatorial approach. With different bar 
lengths being considered for the different parts made from 
the i**1 class of steel, mathematically there may be dif­
ferent assignments made within each class of steel. This may 
be an enormous number for the usual values of and K^. How­
ever, a sequential approach with a terminating rule, together 
with some exclusion rules available here, keep this problem 
within a practical size computationally. 
The notation of the original formulation will be used ex­
cept that a new cost notation will be added. The criterion 
will now be in terms of cost of the waste per production period 
instead of the cost of the total material used. The symbol 
wijk will be used to denote the cost of the waste corresponding 
to each possible assignment. The difference (aijk~wijk) re­
presents the annual cost of the actual material used, i.e., it 
can be obtained as the product of the part requirement per 
period and the cost of that portion of a bar needed to make a 
single piece. The waste, Wjjk, then is the cost of the allow­
ance on the end of each bar plus the cost of any material which 
is lost because the bar length (after subtracting the allowance 
from the end of the bar) is not an exact integer multiple of 
the length of the part. 
The function relating annual waste attributed to each part 
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in association with each bar length is a discontinuous linear 
function. An example of its general shape is given in Figure 4. 
The discontinuity occurs at each point where the bar length, 
less allowance, is an even multiple of the length of part. If 
there were no allowance required, the curve would drop to the 
horizontal axis at these points. With an allowance, the low 
point of the curve at these points of discontinuity is given 
by the product of the cost of allowance on each bar and the 
number of bars of this length which would be required to meet 
the production schedule of the part. Similarly, the slope of 
the curve at any point between these points of discontinuity 
is given by the product of the cost per unit length of the bar 
and the number of bars of this length required to meet the 
production schedule. 
Figure 4 also gives an example of how a total waste func­
tion is the sum of waste functions for each of the composite 
parts. The figure shows the separate waste functions for the 
two parts used in previous examples, C-2633 and J-6218. These 
same parts were used for the examples of Table 2 and Table 3. 
The points of discontinuity of the total function are at ex­
actly those points which are listed in Table 3 as the bar 
lengths which would be considered in selecting the best single 
bar length to accommodate both of these parts. Note that only 
bar lengths between 120 and 240 inches in length are considered 
and the lower end of this range (120 inches) is considered as 
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one of the possibilities. The lowest point on the total curve 
is at 237 inches. Hence, this would be the best single "bar 
length if these were the only two parts in this class of steel. 
Table 4 gives some tabulated data corresponding to Figure 
4. The cost of waste values, Wj_jk, have been taken from those 
points on the individual waste functions at each of the bar 
lengths considered. Where these occur at a discontinuity, the 
value is taken at the left endpoint of the continuous section 
to the right of the point. In other words, each continuous 
interval is closed on the left and open on the right. The sum 
column is shown and corresponds to points on the total waste 
function of Figure 4. 
Recalling that the cost of stocking each different bar 
length is denoted by C, the problem of making the minimum cost 
assignments may be explained as follows. Assume that, for every 
part within a steel class, each of the waste curves (see Figure 
4) are available. There would be such individual part 
curves. All curves are assumed to be of the same scale. The 
procedure will be to investigate the costs of waste involved 
in selecting successively, the one best bar length from the 
lengths being considered, the two best bar lengths, the three 
best bar lengths, and so on. As the number of different bars 
considered is increased, the amount of waste is reduced until 
finally an absolute minimum is reached if each part is assigned 
to be made from a bar length equal to its rightmost discontinu-
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Table 4. Costs of waste, w^-, associated with C-2633 and 
J-6218; for C-2633, i = 1; for J-6218, i = 2 
Bar lengths Bar length Total cost 
considered index, j wlj W2j of wai 
120 1 350 550 900 
127 2 1220 325 1545 
132 3 240 580 820 
138 4 925 300 1225 
145 5 220 625 845 
149 6 620 275 895 
158 7 200 690 890 
160 8 325 255 580 
171 9 185 240 425 
182 10 1170 225 1395 
184 11 170 300 470 
193 12 910 210 1120 
197 13 160 640 800 
204 14 700 200 900 
210 15 150 380 530 
215 16 500 190 690 
223 17 140 425 565 
226 18 310 180 490 
236 19 135 450 585 
237 20 175 170 345 
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ity point. This is a minimum because waste at the discontinu­
ity points is due only to the allowance and the total allowance 
waste is smallest when using the longest possible bar. This 
is obvious, of course, since the allowance is a constant for 
each bar and the number of bars required to meet the produc­
tion requirement is least when using the longest possible bar. 
The number of different bars required for this individual 
assignment would be unless the rightmost discontinuity points 
are not all distinct. In practice there probably would be very 
little duplication. However, it would be very unlikely that 
it would be desirable to assign different bar lengths. It 
is the cost, C, for stocking each unique bar length which works 
costwise toward limiting the number of different bars assigned. 
The single best bar length for each class of steel can be de­
termined by choosing the lowest point on the composite waste 
curve. This composite curve is farmed by adding all waste 
curves. To find the two best bar lengths graphically, it is 
required to form all the (2^-2) possible sets of two composite 
waste curves and for each set of two find the sum of the lowest 
points from each. That is, all possible sets are formed such 
that every one of the cost curves are included in one of the 
two composite curves of the set. This could be extended then 
to sets of three composite cost curves and so on in order to 
determine the minimum cost assignments. Since, in practice a 
computer would probably be available to use instead of the 
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graphical method, this will not be pursued farther. It has 
been described primarily to indicate the phenomenon of the as­
signment problem. It should be pointed out that, in either the 
graphical or the computer approach, additional bar lengths will 
be assigned as long as the use of one additional bar length 
would reduce the cost of waste by more than C. 
As in the graphical method, the suggested computer method 
involves the successive selection of the one best bar length, 
the two best bar lengths, and so on. As soon as the cost of 
waste becomes less than C, it is useless to proceed further. 
This is so because it would not be possible to save enough by 
the addition of another bar length to recover the storage cost 
for the additional length. It is assumed that the computer 
input data has been compiled as is shown (see Table 5). This 
data, together with the value of C, will be sufficient for 
solving the problem for the i**1 class of steel. It should be 
recalled that each w^jk of this table is the total cost of waste 
(including allowance) per production period associated with 
making the k**1 part from the jth bar length. It is assumed in 
the table that there are specific parts associated with each k 
(k = 1,2,...,K£) and specific bar lengths associated with each 
j(j = 1,2,...,J^). As explained previously, this set of bar 
lengths is unique and depends upon the length of parts in the 
class, the allowances associated with each part and the range 
of bar lengths permitted. 
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Table 5. Computer input data for cost of waste problem 
Bar length 
index 1 2 
Part 
3 
number index 
• k * * # Ki 
1 «in Wil2 wil3 *' wilk • * * Wilki 
2 
"121 Wi22 wi23 '* wi2k * ° * wi2Ki 
3 wi31 wi32 wi33 • • wi3k • •* wi3Ki 
j wijl "ij2 wij3 ' • wijk WiJKl 
Ji 
"ijil "iji2 "iji3 " * WiJik • • * 
D. Assessment of Computations in Combinatorial Method 
To determine the best 1 single 'bar length, there are dif­
ferent lengths and therefore different part assignments to 
consider for each part. The cost of waste is given for each 
assignment by 
(1) Ki 
W. . = S wi île ( J ~ 1 > 2,..., Jj) (4.6) 
1J k=l J 
and the bar length for minimum waste would be selected by the 
(1) 
j index corresponding to the minimum W.. . The superscript 
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refers to the number of bar lengths to be simultaneously se­
lected within each class of steel. 
Whereas the number of possible assignments using only one 
bar length is given by 
the number of different possible assignments using two bar 
lengths is given by 
Not all of these possible assignments need be investigated for 
minimum cost. The procedure here involves an analysis of each 
of the 
possible pairs of bar lengths. For each pair of bar lengths, 
say j * and j", the W£jjc are compared for each part and a tenta­
tive assignment is made for each of the parts. The assign­
ment for each part is made to the bar length for which the 
waste is smaller. This, for each pair of bar lengths, involves 
comparisons and a record of K^ assignments. The sum of the 
wijk corresponding to the assignments is computed so the least 
waste associated with each particular pair of bar lengths is 
available. These are given by 
2* ( 2Li-2) 
J i  
2 
(4.7) 
..,Ji, j'-o") 
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where 
xk = 1' yk = 0 if wij«k <wij"k 
and 
xlc = °» Yk = 1 if wij"k * wijfk • 
An arbitrary selection is made if Wjj= Wjj„k. The pair of 
bar lengths for minimum waste would be selected as the j• and 
( 2 )  
j" indices corresponding to the minimum wij*j»i • The best 
assignment from the ((j£).f/(ji-2)!(2)i )(2Ki-2) different pos­
sible assignments has thus been found with merely 
(( Ji)V(j£-2)!(2)IXK^) two-way comparisons. 
The number of different possible assignments using three 
bar lengths is given by 
¥) l=Ki'-2Ki -i) • 
Jij possible triplets of bar lengths 
«3 
Again, only a very small proportion of these need to be tested. 
For each of the 
(i.e., different combinations of three bar lengths from among 
the bar lengths) the best assignment for each part is to be 
determined. For each triplet (j', j", j1")» the smallest of 
the three corresponding w^jk is selected for each part and a 
record is made of the assignments. The waste associated 
with a given assignment is given by 
Ki 
Wij'j'j'" = |_1(xkwij,k'*'ykwij"k+zkwij,"k) ( J1 > • » Ji> 
y* j'U j'") (4.8) 
where 
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% k = l '  ? k = ° '  
xk = °» yk = 1' zk = 0 lf wij"k "<wi j* j' wij"*k 
xk = °' yk = °» zk = 1 if wij'"k"e,wij«k' wij"k * 
Any arbitrary selection is made to break ties for the smallest 
wijk* The triplet (j *, j", j"!) corresponding to the minimum 
would be selected. This selection from the 
3((Ji)I/(J^-3)i(3)!)(3Ki~'1'-2Ki +1) possible selections is 
found by making ((Ji)j/(J£-3)!(3)I)(K^) three-way comparisons. 
In practice, it would rarely be desired to proceed further. 
Three or fewer separate bar lengths within a class of steel 
will, unless C is unusually small, ordinarily include the mini­
mum-waste assignment. If not, this sequential procedure may be 
extended but even with the exclusion rule the amount of com­
puting might become overbearingly costly. If, in practice, it 
is desired to proceed to four or more bar lengths within a 
class of steel, then approximate methods may be improvised to 
reduce the computing cost. An essential thing in this respect 
is to try to reduce . Small parts and parts with low pro­
duction requirements tend to have small Wjjk regardless of j. 
Since they are small, they also tend to contribute many specific 
lengths to be investigated (i.e., tend to inflate J^). An ad 
hoc method which is very effective in reducing the is to 
eliminate these parts from the original consideration. After 
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selection of the most efficient bar lengths for the remainder 
of the parts, these may be assigned to the selected bar lengths 
without any appreciable increase in the waste. 
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V. COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY FOR INTEGER PROGRAMMING 
A. General Background for New Computational Method 
Although there are many different computer programs for 
linear programming, it seems that there is one common factor 
among those designed to handle medium and large models ef­
fectively:—Nearly all use the product form of inverse of the 
revised simplex method. This has been called the modified 
simplex method by Orchard-Hays (1961, p. 85). It would seem 
desirable then to try to use this very effective algorithm for 
integer programming. It is the intention here to present such 
a method. It is quite conceivable that the method here pre­
sented might be so close to the program logic of several exist­
ing linear programming programs that they might easily be 
changed to handle integer programming as well. This proposed 
method will be discussed as it applies to both the full integer 
programming of Gomory (1958) and the partial integer programming 
of Gomory (1960a). It will be shown also how a variant of the 
full integer programming algorithm by Dantzig (1958a) may be 
useful. 
In some cases, the details of the method will be better 
understood if described in the context of a particular computer 
with a particular configuration of hardware. Consequently, 
the programs will be described as though they were to be used 
on an IBM 7074 with a configuration as presently existing in 
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the Computation Center of Iowa State University. This consists 
of : 
12 - IBM 729 magnetic tape units 
1 - IBM 7150 console 
1 - IBM 7301 core storage (20,000 words) 
1 - IBM 7501 console card reader 
1 - IBM 7104 high-speed processor 
1 - IBM 7602 core storage control 
1 - IBM 7604 tape control 
These descriptions will apply, with very few exceptions, to 
almost any medium or large computer. However, the optimal 
method of computing will, to some degree, be dependent upon the 
exact specifications of the computer being used. Factors which 
have a large influence in determining a good method are (1) the 
amount of immediate access storage, (2) the number, if any, of 
magnetic tape units and (3) the anticipated maximum size of 
problems which it is desired to handle. 
The method used requires that an optimal non-integer solu­
tion to the linear programming problem be obtained before in­
itiating the integer algorithm. Consequently, the modified 
simplex method will be described before discussing any aspects 
of the program for integer programming. Good linear programming 
codes contain most of the logic necessary to permit, at will, 
the use of either the primal simplex (see Dantzig 1951), dual 
simplex (see Dantzig 1954) or composite algorithm (see Orchard-
Hays 1954). With access to a choice of these algorithms, one 
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is often able to take advantage of information about the de­
tails of the model in order to reduce the computing time. Of 
these, only the dual simplex algorithm will be required here. 
It is realized, of course, that in practice certain combina­
tions of all three algorithms might be used alternately in op­
timizing any non-integer linear programming model. 
B. Review of the Dual Simplex Algorithm 
The primal, dual and composite algorithms used in non-
integer linear programming are all well known. Since neither 
the primal nor composite algorithms will be used in this ex­
tension to the integer algorithm, the simplex procedure will be 
reviewed here in the context of the dual simplex algorithm only. 
Figure 5 gives a general block diagram for a computer program 
to do linear programming by the dual simplex algorithm. 
The non-integer linear programming problem, as was pointed 
out in the introduction, requires that some function 
f(x) = c'x (5.1) 
be maximized subject to the linear restrictions 
Ax = b (5.2) 
where A is an (m x n) matrix, x is a non-negative n-element 
column vector, b is an m-element column vector and c is an 
n-element row vector. The restrictions, expressed by 5.2 as 
equalities are assumed to contain the appropriate slack and/or 
artificial vectors required to form a full initial basis. The 
restrictions, as originally expressed to describe the physical 
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Figure 5. General block diagram for dual simplex algorithm 
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model, may have included some equalities. As long as a feasible 
solution exists, the linear programming procedure is able to 
handle inequalities in either direction. To show how the 
original model, possibly with inequalities, has been expressed 
as a set of equalities, consider 
Alxl + Ix2 " Ix3 = b (5.3) 
where is the matrix of detached coefficients for the origin­
al model, x-^ is the vector of variables corresponding to the 
activities of the original model and the m-element vectors, 
and Xg, comprise a set of slack and artificial variables. 
Let the corresponding functional be written as 
f(x) = cjx^ + c%X2 + C3X3 (5.4) 
where c^ is the vector of original cost coefficients and 
each of the components of 03 and C3 is either a zero or is 
an arbitrarily large penalty value (-M). Through the two 
identity matrices in 5.3, the ith component of both x% and 
X3, and hence of c^ and C3 also, becomes associated with the 
ith row of the restriction matrix. For the row relation­
ships which are 'less than' inequalities ( — ), the correspond­
ing elements in eg and C3 are zero and (-M), respectively. 
For the row relationships which are 1 greater than' inequali­
ties (S), the corresponding elements in 03 and C3 are (-M) 
and zero respectively. For equalities, the corresponding 
elements of c^ and eg are both (-M). Those variables cor­
responding to elements of c^ or C3 which are zero will be 
slack vectors in the system. Those variables corresponding to 
elements of c^ which are (-M) will be included as artificial 
vectors in the initial basis but, because of the penalty (-14), 
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will not occur in a final feasible solution. Any variables 
corresponding to elements of c^ which are (-M) may be dropped 
from the system immediately as unnecessary artificial variables. 
The artificial vectors are first preselected to come into the 
basis. This serves the dual function of forming a full rank 
identity matrix as a starting basis and also transforming the 
penalties of the artificials into relative costs on the real 
activities. 
The transformations made at each iteration transform the 
coefficients of the objective row in the same way that they 
transform the coefficients of the restriction rows. Conse­
quently, the c-vector (or rather, by convention, its negative) 
m 11 be appended as row zero of the A matrix and a variable, 
XQ, representing the value of the functional will be added. 
A disposal column corresponding to this variable will be ap­
pended as column zero of the A matrix. Originally, the jth 
elements of row zero would be the (-cj) coefficients but, as 
they are transformed, become the relative costs or shadow prices 
(zj-Cj). The starting matrix of detached coefficients, if it 
is assumed that the slacks and/or artificials have been per­
muted to the leading positions, will appear as follows : 
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%0 *1 =2 x m *m+l x, 
an mj.i a 0,m+l 0,m+2 * 
al,m+l al,m+2 
x 
n 
On 
In 
2,m+l a2,m+2 * 2n 
am,m+l am,m+2 * * * amn 
The leading element of the b-vector, by, will be zero, origin­
ally. At each iteration, the transformed b^ coefficient repre­
sents the value of the functional. The coefficients in the 
zero row, columns one through m, are either zero or M depending 
on whether the corresponding variable is a slack or an arti­
ficial, respectively. 
A necessary condition for implementing the dual simplex 
algorithm is that the zero row of the A matrix be non-negative 
(this assumes a maximizing problem). It is assumed here that 
arbitrary transformations will be preselected in order to ful­
fill this requirement. An iteration by the preselection tech­
nique refers to a usual primal simplex iteration with the ex­
ception that the index of the incoming variable is •preselected* 
from external considerations and not from the usual simplex 
criterion, i.e., most negative (z;-c-). In case the appropriate 
J J 
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transformations are not immediately apparent, it is always 
possible to use a method by Beale (1954). This consists of 
adding another variable, xn+1, and the restriction 
n+1 
2 x, = N (5.5) 
i=m+l 
where N is to be larger than the sum of the maximum values of 
all of the real activities. The cost element for the new 
variable, n+^, is zero. If it is necessary to use this 
method to get started, the first iteration must be a special 
one in which the incoming column is chosen by the most negative 
cost element (the usual primal algorithm criterion) and the row 
which expresses the equation 5.5 is chosen as the outgoing row. 
The final solution must have xn+^ at a non-zero level. If 
not, the choice of N was too small or the original problem has 
an infinite solution. 
The initial stage of the integer programming method re­
quires the non-integer solution of the model. In actual prac­
tice, the non-integer solution to the original problem would 
probably be achieved by other than the dual simplex algorithm. 
For example, the classical phase I and phase II approach of the 
primal algorithm might be the usual method. In other circum­
stances, the composite algorithm might be used. The dual meth­
od is used here to show that the entire integer problem, from 
beginning to end, could be solved by the dual simplex algorithm. 
In addition, the exclusive use of this method provides a simpler 
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logical tie between the non-integer and the integer portions 
of the solution. 
The iterative part of the dual simplex process can begin 
only after the transformations have been made to insure that 
the objective row elements are all non-negative. The subse­
quent transformations are such that the elements of the ob­
jective row remain non-negative throughout the process. The 
program vector (b-vector) at the start of the iterative process 
will have at least one negative value. If not, the problem is 
trivial for the process terminates when all negative elements 
have been eliminated from the program vector. 
Contrary to the primal simplex process, here the outgoing 
row is selected before selecting the incoming column. Let 
be the ith element of the program vector after having been 
transformed through t iterations, then 
, (t) 
_ mm 
~ i i 0 (5.6) 
is the criterion for choosing r, the index of the outgoing row. 
Likewise, the index, s, corresponding to the incoming column 
is found from { \ 
(t) 
A0j R... = min < 
"Arj} 
> 2 0 (5.7) 
where Aqj^ and are the jth elements of the objective row 
and the outgoing row, respectively. The t superscript indi­
cates that these values are from a matrix which has been trans-
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t h formed through t iterations. The j elements of the zero row 
and the r**1 row, respectively, are each computed during the 
reading of the column of the matrix as the inner products 
of this jth column with two pricing vectors. These two pricing 
vectors are obtained by postmultiplying a particular row vector 
by all of the elementary transformation matrices successively 
in reverse order. The row vector used to compute the pricing 
vector corresponding to the zero row of the matrix is an 
(m+l)-element unit row vector with element indices: 0,1,2,...,m. 
Its unity element is in the zero position. That is, the pric­
ing vector for the zero row is 
= 
ec (5.8) 
where is the elementary transformation matrix formed at 
the t**1 iteration and whose pivot row is given by the index, r^, 
of the outgoing row at the tth iteration. The unit row vector 
with unity in the zero position is denoted by e^. The row vec­
tor used to compute the pricing vector corresponding to the rth 
row of the matrix is an (m+l)-element unit row vector with its 
unity element in position r where the element indices are 
0,1,2,...,ra. The pricing vector for row rt+^ is then 
<; • • • • •§> .«> 
where the e-vector and E-matrices are as defined above. The 
(t+1) subscript on r denotes that row rt+^ will be the pivot 
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row of iteration (t+1). 
As implied above, the original matrix is read in column 
order. As it is being read, the currently best (best by the 
column selection criterion) column is 1 saved1 within the im­
mediate access storage along with its criterion ratio and its 
column index, j. The first column saved is the first column 
for which the ratio, AqjV (-Arj^), is non-negative. Since 
AqV is non-negative for all j, the first column saved will 
be the first column for which A^j^ is negative. As a column 
is encountered for which an eligible ratio is less than the 
ratio being saved, the saved information is replaced with the 
current column, current ratio and current index. At the com­
pletion of the reading of the matrix, the incoming column in­
dex, s, has been selected and its coefficients from the original 
matrix have been saved. The transformation matrix for itera­
tion (t+1) is derived from A^g\ the incoming column updated 
(0 )  
to iteration t. If A is the original of the incoming col­
umn, the updated column is found as 
A<iV= b£" • • • ^ • «.ID) 
prom this updated vector, column rt+j, of the new transformation 
matrix, ^ £s computed as 
rt+l 
= ^5 (5.11a) 
rt+ls 
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(t+1) 
irt+1 " ATtT^ for 1 / rt+l (5.11b) 
^
rt+ls 
while the elements of all the other columns of this transforma­
tion matrix satisfy the Kronecker delta criterion. That is, 
ft+1) , f 0 i 4 j 
Eij = Oil = < (5.12) 
J  V  1  =  j  
which is a means of stipulating that is an (m+1) x (m+1 ) 
identity matrix in which column rt+1 is replaced by a vector 
computed from as above. 
Once the new transformation vector is computed and stored, 
it is applied to the program vector to transform it through the 
current iteration. That is, 
><t+1) • "Ct) - (5.13) 
The iteration information is recorded and control is returned 
to the beginning as shown at Block 9 of Figure 5. 
C. Full Integer Algorithm by Gomory 
The general procedure of Gomory (1958) for the full integer 
programming method consists of the following steps: 
1. Consider the original model as having no integer re­
quirements and find the optimal solution along with 
all the corresponding updated coefficients. 
2. To this model add another restriction together with 
its corresponding disposal variable. The coefficients 
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of the new restriction row and its resource level are 
the negative of the fractional parts of the corre­
sponding coefficients in the 'criterion row' where 
the criterion row is the row, r, corresponding to that 
element in the program vector (updated b-vector) 
which has the largest fractional part. Ties are re­
solved by any arbitrary rule since the rule for the 
choice of the criterion row is rather arbitrary in 
itself. The fractional part, fjj, of a coefficient, 
aij, is determined as 
fij = aij - nij 
where n^j is the largest integer which is algebraical­
ly either equal or smaller than a^j. This insures 
that every fractional part is non-negative, i.e., 
0 £ fjj < 1 
The new augmented model is not feasible, as formed, 
because the augmented element of the program vector 
is negative. Therefore, the optimal feasible solution 
for this new model is found using the dual algorithm. 
Steps 2 and 3 above are repeated until all of the in­
teger requirements are met (within a reasonable degree 
of accuracy). 
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D. Matrix Calculus for 'Product Form of 
Inverse• when Rows Are Adjoined 
Now that the general pattern of the integer programming 
method along with a rather complete description of the dual 
algorithm has been given, essentially all of the subsequent 
material of this chapter will be newly developed. However, be­
fore getting to the algorithm itself, a justification will be 
given for the appropriateness of the product form of the inverse 
in this application. In implementing his integer method, Gomory 
does not use this product form. It seems wise to do so since 
the computations are more efficient and especially since much 
larger problems may be handled. 
There are two obstacles which must be considered before 
the full integer program becomes a simple extension of the 
usual dual simplex algorithm. Both of these can be overcome, 
as will be shown. It is assumed here that the conventional 
program for medium and large problems would read the matrix 
repeatedly in column order from an external source such as 
magnetic tape. That is, the matrices to be handled are, in 
general, larger than the maximum core storage can accommodate 
as "in core' problems. This implies also that the product 
form of the inverse must be an integral part of the routine. 
One of the obstacles involves the fact that the dimension 
of the basis, which starts as an (m+1) x (m+1) matrix, in­
creases by one each time a new restriction of fractional parts 
is added to the model. The product form of the inverse must 
accommodate these several sizes of matrix factors in its product. 
The other problem, somewhat related to the product form 
of the inverse, deals with the form of the input data. For 
greatest flexibility, the desired situation would be to add 
the row of elements of the new restriction to the original 
matrix in the regular form. That is, as each new restriction 
is added, each coefficient would be appended, in order, at the 
end of its corresponding column. This turns out to be com­
pletely impractical for large problems since, for magnetic 
tape, it forces the complete rewriting of the existing coeffi­
cients each time the matrix is expanded. A method is desired 
to permit the use of both the original and the added restric­
tions, as recorded, without special repeated rearranging. In 
coordinating this requirement with the product form of the 
inverse, it must be insured that the non-original restrictions, 
i.e., all those which are adjoined in the integer algorithm, 
are transformed only by those elementary transformation matrices 
whose iteration number are greater than the iteration number 
at which the restriction was formed. This puts special re­
strictions on reinversion routines which are usually used 
during the solution to reduce computing time and reduce round 
off error. 
The matrix relationships which must be investigated in 
order to justify the computing algorithm will be developed here. 
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The Frobenius-Schur relation as given by Bodewig (1956, p. 188) 
is required. This relation gives the inverse of a partitioned 
matrix in terms of its partitioned submatrices. In the sequel, 
the assumption is made that a requirement to invert a matrix 
implies non-singularity. In the application involved here, 
non-singularity is not a problem because of the manner in which 
changes of basis are selected. 
Let the (m+n) x (m+n) matrix B be partitioned as 
S 
(m,m) 
T 
(m,n) 
U V 
(n,m) (n,n) 
then the Frobenius-Schur relation gives 
(5.14) 
B 
-1 
S-1 + S""1T(V-US"1T)"1US-i -S~1T(V-US~1T)~3-
(m,m) (m,m) (m,n) 
-(V-US""1T)*"1US**1 
(n,m) 
(V-US-1T)-1 
(n,n) 
(5.15) 
It would, of course, be possible to use this relation directly 
but the concern here is to represent the inverse of an (m+1)-
order basis matrix as the product of elementary transformation 
matrices when the inverse of the m-order basis is already 
represented in that form (see the set of equations 5.11). 
In the use to be made here, n is always one. With n as one, 
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T and U are vectors and Visa scalar. The corresponding parti­
tions of the inverse are of the same dimension. 
It will be assumed below that the reader is relatively 
familiar with the product form of the inverse and how it is 
used in linear programming. Let S be the (mxm) basis matrix 
at the tth iteration, then its inverse required for updating 
purposes can be obtained as the product of a sequence of stored 
elementary transformation matrices by 
S - 1  =  .  .  B < * >  B £ >  .  
Since only the non-zero elements of the transformation vector 
and the index number of the pivot row are recorded for each 
transformation matrix, the order of the basis is not implied. 
It is only known that the order of the matrix is at least as 
great as the range of the element row numbers represented in 
the set of stored transformation vectors. 
It is now desired to augment the basis by the m-element 
column vector T and m-element row vector U. The new lower 
diagonal element, V, must also be added to make an (m=l) x 
(m+1) basis. It is observed that the new basis inverse, B \ 
given above can be written as 
B"1 = CD (5.17) 
where 
C = 
I + S"1T(V-US"1T)"1U -S~1T(V-yS"i"1T)'1 
(m,m) (m,n) (m,1) 
-(V-US~1T)"1U (V-US-1T)~1 
(l,m) (1,1) 
(5.18) 
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and 
D = 
S"1 
(m,m) 
0 
(l,m) 
0 
(m,l) 
1 (1 ,1 )  
(5.19) 
The existing transformation matrices represent û, the second 
factor of this product. It remains to fit the first factor, C, 
into a product form of the inverse procedure. The problem is 
essentially one of devising a means whereby the storage of a 
single vector only will permit the generation of an entire 
matrix for multiplication purposes. This is accomplished by 
factoring C into the following product of (m+1) x (m+1) ma­
trices. It is first shown as it is factored into two matrices 
such that 
C = GH (5.20) 
where 
and 
H = 
I 
(m,m) 
0 (l,m) 
I 
(m,m) 
-U (l,m) 
-S"1T(V-US~1T)~1 
(in, 1) 
(V-US~1T)"1 
( 1 , 1 )  
(5.21) 
0 
(m, 1) 
1 
(1 ,1 )  
(5.22) 
Now, the first of these factors, G, can be factored into J and 
K such that 
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(5.23) 
where 
I 
(m,m) 
-S T 
(m, 1) 
J - (5.24) 
0 
(l,m) (1 ,1 )  1 
and 
I 
(m, m) 
0 
(m, 1) 
K (5.25) 
0 
(l,m) (V-US~
1T)~1 
(1,1) 
The matrices G, J and K have the desired form, i.e., 
they are identity matrices in which one, and only one, of the 
unit columns of each matrix have been replaced by a non-unit 
column vector. ,Similarly, the matrix H is an identity matrix 
in which one of the unit rows has been replaced by a non-unit 
row vector. Hence, each of the matrices G, H, J and K fit the 
form requirement of an elementary transformation matrix. The 
matrix H is not of the form usually used in linear programming. 
In the conventional form used in linear programming, the unit 
column (not row) is replaced by a non-unit column (not row). 
For convenience, a matrix such as H will be called a row-type 
transformation matrix and the conventional ones will be called 
column-type transformation matrices. It will be shown that the 
row-type matrix can be used almost interchangeably with the 
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column-type in the usual product form of the inverse. 
It is recalled that in the usual routine the column-type 
transformation matrices are used both as premultipliers and 
postmultipliers of vectors. They are used as postmultipliers 
during the computation of a pricing vector (a row vector) and 
they are used as premultipliers to update the column vector 
corresponding to an incoming variable. It is observed that, 
matrixwise, the column-type transformation matrix operating as 
a premultiplier on a column vector is merely the transpose of 
a row-type transformation matrix operating as a post multiplier 
on a row vector. Analogously, the same can be said in compar­
ing a column-type used as a postmultiplier to a row-type used 
as a premultiplier. 
If primed values are used to denote transformed elements 
and assuming, in each case, that the r**1 row is the pivot row, 
the column-type transformation matrix operating as a premulti­
plier is expressed as 
V  
t 
v. 
v 
m 
el 
e 2  
E3 v-
V, 
'm 
(5.26) 
em 1 
while the row-type transformation matrix operating as a post-
multiplier is expressed as 
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[Vjl » v2 , v3 m • • >Vj.) • • • jV^ ] 
[V^, Vp, V g ,...>Vr, 
(5.27) 
^2 e3• • ,er ... e m 
In both of the above cases 
i 
vr = 
and 
v£ = v£ + e^v%, for i / 
(5.28a) 
(5.28b) 
Similarly, the column-type matrix operating as a postmultiplier 
is expressed as 
t t • i i 
L Vp , » • • • y Vj., • » », 
[> v2» v3» *••>vr»•••'vm^ el 
e0 
em 1 
(5.29) 
and the row-type matrix operating as a premultiplier is ex-
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pressed as 
' i 
V1 
i 
v2 
i 
v3 
vr 
vm 
el e2 e3*** er* * * em 
V1 
v2 
V3 (5.30) 
'm 
In both of the above cases the new vector is computed as 
m 
and 
vr = 2 elVjL 
1=1 
vi = vi ^or i ^ 
(5.31a) 
(5.31b) 
Thus, the algebraic logic required to handle a row-type 
transformation already exists in the logic of the computer 
program. Where the sequence of transformation matrices contain 
both column-type and row-type matrices, it will be necessary 
only to identify the type of each so the appropriate algebraic 
logic will be used. 
As expressed by equation 5.17, the (m+1) x (m+1) matrix 
C is required as a premultiplier to transform S""\ the inverse 
of an existing (m xrn ) basis matrix, into B~\ the inverse of 
the (m+1) x (m+1) basis matrix. It was shown that G could be 
expressed either as C = GH (see equation 5.20) or equivalently 
as C = JKH since G = JK (see equation 5.23). 
The two-factor product will be used in this explanation. 
Both of them have been expressed here because there are situ­
ations where it may be desirable to use the three-factor re-
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lation. The storage space required for programmed instruc­
tions is greater when the two-factor relation is used but the 
number of computer operations required is greater for the three-
factor relation. The choice between these relations would de­
pend on how high a premium could be paid for conserving in­
struction space. 
In the current application it will be shown that these 
matrices degenerate into identity matrices. However, these 
relations were pursued in detail here since there are other 
useful applications for them in linear programming. For ex­
ample, these relations are required if the cross-section method 
of linear programming is to be programmed as a product form of 
inverse routine. The cross-section method is a special algor­
ithm by Stone (1958) which solves the linear programming prob­
lem by first optimizing a single restriction, then repeatedly 
adding another restriction to the model and optimizing each 
set in turn. To this extent, it is quite similar to the in­
teger algorithm. An essential difference is that in the cross-
section method all of the restrictions are available in advance 
while in the integer algorithm each of the restrictions being 
added is computed from the set of coefficients of the model up­
dated to that stage of the solution. 
The specific matrices, G and H, which are required for the 
integer programming algorithm, will now be derived. Suppose 
that the integer programming process had gone through several 
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steps consisting of augmenting the matrix with both a restric­
tion row, formed as the negative of the fractional parts of a 
particular criterion row, r, and its corresponding disposal 
vector at each step. The original A matrix was (m+1) x (n+1). 
Suppose that, after several steps in the augmentation process, 
it is now a (p x q) matrix. A superscript in parenthesis is 
used to denote the number of iterations, t, through which the 
matrix has been transformed. Then A^^ is the original matrix 
and A^^ is the current matrix, i.e., following iteration t. 
The current criterion row is A^\ and the fractional part row 
derived from it would be 
Fr!'> = Ar!^ " N 
(t) 
r. 
where is the row of integer values extracted from Ar^ such 
that the fractional part of each element will be non-negative 
and less than one. 
Suppose, conceptually, that the A^) matrix is augmented 
by both the negative of the above fractional part row and its 
corresponding disposal vector to give 
A(t) 
(p,q) 
-pCjt) 
o 
(P,i) 
(l,q) (1,1) 
It is obvious, as explained earlier, that the application of 
the existing elementary transformation matrices upon the 
original coefficients would not transform the elements of the 
new row, that is 
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1 
>
 O 
1 
E (T )  0 O E (1) 0 %(0) Ô 
;4!) I_ 0 1 0 1 0 1 
• p ' ! >  !  
Consequently, this new row could have been a row of the origin­
al matrix and would have been carried through these same basis 
changes without any of its coefficients having been transformed. 
The same can be said for the added disposal vector since an 
elementary transformation matrix affects only a unit vector 
whose unit element row corresponds to the row of the pivot 
element of the transformation matrix. No previous transforma­
tion matrix could have a pivot row in this (p+1)st row. It is 
recognized, of course, that this fractional part row could not 
have been determined until the current basis was established. 
It needs to be determined how the elementary transformation 
matrices might have been affected if the fractional part row 
had been a part of the original matrix as suggested. The size 
of the existing basis is being increased from (p x p) to (p+1) x 
(p+1). The additional variable for the basis is obviously the 
disposal for the (p+l)s* row since it is being added for this 
purpose as the (q+l)st column. Let the present (p x p) basis 
be denoted by S and let the new (p+1) x (p+1) basis be denoted 
by B which was defined by equation 5.14 as 
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B = 
S 
( P » P )  
U 
(l,p) 
T 
(P,D 
V (1 ,1 )  
It is assumed that the vectors of S are permuted in such a way 
that their corresponding variables are in the same order as 
the order in which their levels are given in the program vec­
tor. Then, the (p+l)st column of B is the (p+l)-element slack 
vector whose level is given in the (p+l)st row of the program 
vector. 
It is noted that the partitions of B are such that S is 
the existing basis, T is the p-element null column vector and 
V is a scalar with a value of one. It remains to determine 
the p-element row vector, U. This vector will be the negative 
of the fractional part of row r of the updated basis vectors. 
That is, it will be those elements of the updated row in the 
current basis columns. These will be the elements (-f£^) where 
the subscript k extends over all of the variables in the cur­
rent basisi S. These elements are derived from the correspond­
ing which are all identically zero except for Arr^ which 
( "t ) 
is one. The vector U then is null since all of the Ark have 
been shown to be integers. The required partitions of B are 
S = current basis, 
T = 0 
U = 0 
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and 
V = 1. 
Recall that the product of the existing transformation 
-1 
matrices (see equation 5.16) represent S as 
S'1 = ES^E!*"1^  E!2) E,(1) 
t-1 'rl 
It is desired now to form the matrices, G and H, needed as 
premultipliers of the existing transformation matrices to ob­
tain B \ These are, as shown previously (see equations 5.21 
and 5.22), 
G = 
and 
H = 
I (P,P) 
0 
( 1 , P )  
I (P,P) 
-u 
(l,p) 
-S~1T(V-US~1T)™1 
(P,l) 
(V-US-1T)-1 (1 ,1 )  
0 
(p,l) 
1 
(1,1) 
By substitution of the values obtained above for T, U and V, 
G = 
I  
( P , P )  
0 
Ld,p) 
o (P,D 
l (i ,DJ 
= i 
(p+i,p+i) 
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and 
I 0 
(P,P) ( P , l )  
H = 
I 
(p+1,p+1) 
0 1 
(1,P) (1 ,1 )  
It turns out according to this development that G and H 
may be ignored since they both reduce to the identity matrix 
and hence will not affect the inverse of the basis. This con­
clusion is appropriate if the new rows are actually added to 
the original matrix and if both the original and added coeffi­
cients are manipulated in the same manner. Such will not be 
the case because of the problem rf repeatedly reorganizing the 
data. 
It is most convenient to store the new data in row order 
since that is the order in which it is derived. Thus, provision 
is made to use the original part of the matrix in column order 
and the augmented part of the matrix in row order. One of 
the consequences of this is that a special type of elementary 
transformation matrix, F, will be inserted in the sequence of 
transformation matrix at each augmentation. 
Ordinarily, the elementary transformation matrices are 
used both in computing a pricing vector and in updating a 
column. An exception is made here in that this F matrix will 
be ignored while computing the pricing vector and will only be 
used while updating a column. Each F matrix will need to be 
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so identified that, when using the elementary transformation 
matrices as postmultipliers, it can be by-passed. The row-
order matrix will be available during the computation of the 
pricing vector but not while updating a column. When updating 
a column, these special F-type matrices will be used to re­
generate elements of the row-order matrix for the particular 
column being updated. Another exception here is that the 
algebra implied by F is not the usual matrix algebra operation 
and, hence, will need to be defined. This will be done present­
ly. 
The F matrix at iteration t must be one which, if used as 
a premultiplier, will cause the (p x q) A matrix to be aug­
mented in row (p+1) by the negative of the fractional part of 
its criterion row. The transformation vector for each par­
ticular matrix, Fr^» will be stored as though the matrix were 
( t )  
I (P,P) 
prt 
(1,P) 
0 
(P,D 
1 
(1,1) 
(5.33) 
where Fr^ is a p-element row vector which is null except that 
the alphabetic character F is in the rth position. Algebra-
wise, with the F-type matrix used as a premultiplier, the 
alphabetic character is merely a signal to initiate the fol­
lowing computation: compute the fractional part of the r 
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row and subtract it from the (p+l)s* row. Since the (p+l)s* 
row of the A matrix was null previous to this operation, it 
now consists of the desired augmented elements, i.e., the 
negative of the fractional parts of the rth row. A one is 
added as the (q+l)st element of this row which takes care of 
augmenting the matrix with the disposal vector for the addi­
tional restriction row. 
A numerical example will serve to explain this manipu­
lation more fully. Let p = 4, q = 7, t = 8 and rR = 2. Then 
1 
(t) 
rt = F2 
(8 )  
and if 
(8 )  _  
then 
( 8 )  ( 8 )  
^2 A 
1 7.369 0 0 73.216 0 -1.626 
0 16.397 0 1 -6.185 0 1.289 
0 -1.089 0 0 21.970 1 19.763 
0 96.963 1 0 0.189 0 3.298 
1 7.369 0 0 73.216 0 -1.626 
0 16.397 0 1 -6.185 0 1.289 
0 -1.089 0 0 21.970 1 19.763 
0 96.963 1 0 0.189 0 3.298 
0 -0.397 0 0 -0.815 0 -0.289 
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E. New Algorithm for Full Integer Programming 
The actual algorithm for full integer programming will 
now be explained. It is very similar to the algorithm for the 
dual simplex method as given previously (see Figure 5). One 
difference of terminology will be used. The 'outgoing row' of 
the dual simplex explanation will now be referred to as the 
'criterion row'. This is merely for convenience because rows 
are now being selected by two different criteria depending on 
whether the purpose is to choose an outgoing row or to choose 
a row from which the fractional parts are to be derived for 
the augmenting row. Since the operations involving these two 
rows are identical in many respects, it is convenient to be 
able to refer to them both with a common name. The explanation 
will be in terms of the general block diagram of Figure 6. 
Parts of the explanation which would be a duplicate of the pre­
vious coverage of the dual simplex algorithm will be given only 
sketchily here. It should be noted that all steps of the al­
gorithm shown in Figure 6 are explained in more detail below. 
It is assumed, as before, that the starting matrix has 
had preliminary transformations performed to insure that the 
objective row is non-negative. This is a requirement of the 
dual simplex algorithm. To start an iteration, the program 
vector is searched for negative elements. If any exist, the 
row corresponding to the most negative of these is selected as 
the criterion row, r. In this case, this row becomes the out-
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Figure 6. General block diagram for full integer programming 
algorithm 
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going row. If no negative exists, an optimal solution of the 
existing model has been reached. The program vector is then 
searched for fractional parts. If any exist, the row correspond 
ing to the largest fractional part is selected as the criterion 
row. This row, when updated, will be used to form a new frac­
tional part restriction. Then this new restriction becomes 
the outgoing row at this iteration. If no fractional parts 
exist, i.e., if all elements of the program vector are in­
teger, then the optimal integer solution has been achieved 
and the problem has been completed. There is a practical limit 
on the degree of accuracy which should be demanded on this in­
teger requirement. It should be based on a compromise between 
the physical demands of the research and the significant fig­
ures carried by the computer. 
Once a criterion row is selected, provision is made to 
compute both the updated objective row and the updated cri­
terion row. A separate pricing vector will be required for 
each, i.e., one for row zero and one for the rth row. The 
pricing vectors are computed exactly as they were in the dual 
simplex method with an exception occurring only if one or more 
F-type matrices exist in the sequence of transformation ma­
trices. These must be identified but only so they may be ig­
nored since they are not used in the pricing vector calcula­
tion. 
Until the first optimum solution has been found and the 
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first new fractional part row has been added, there is no row-
type matrix in existence and the updating of the objective row 
and criterion row occurs exactly as in the simplex procedure 
with the dual algorithm. Once the row-type matrix is in ex­
istence, the procedure must be revised. Thus, at this point 
(Block 6 of Figure 6) there must always be a test to see if 
the row-type matrix exists. 
It is assumed that, as rows of this matrix are formed, 
they are stored on tape in the order of formation. Storage 
must be available in the immediate access area to accommodate 
two vectors, each having a length equal to the maximum number 
of columns of the matrix. One of these will be used to accumu­
late the contribution of the row-type matrix to the updated 
objective row. The other will be used similarly for the cri­
terion row. 
The column-type matrix has (m+1) rows. The row-type ma­
trix has (p-m-1) rows where p is the total number of rows in 
the current matrix. At this point, each pricing vector has p 
elements. Consider these as partitioned into subvectors. One 
contains the first (m+1) elements of the vector and the other 
contains the last (p-m-1) elements. The first part is used in 
conjunction with the column-order matrix and the second part 
is used with the row-order matrix. These four partitions will 
be denoted by CPRQ* rPR0' cPRr and rPRr where the right sub­
script, a zero or an r, designates the row of the matrix which 
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is to be updated by the pricing vector while the left subscript, 
a c or an r, designates whether it is the partition asso­
ciated with the column-order matrix or the row-order matrix. 
Let be the matrix of original coefficients in the 
column-order matrix (also denoted as A^^) and let be 
the coefficients, as formed, of the row-order matrix. Then two 
temporary vectors P^^ and p£^ are formed as intermediate re­
sults to be used in computing the updated objective row and 
criterion row. These are computed as 
/ * > '  -  ( 0 )  
and 
?0 = r?%0 / <5.34) 
r&^^ ' (5.35) 
These matrix multiplications are performed by reading the row-
order matrix, one row at a time, and accumulating the contribu­
tion of that row to the resultant vector. At the completion 
of this reading, the complete contribution of the row-order 
matrix to each of the desired rows, 0 and r, is available as 
p^ and P^\ respectively. 
At this point, the column-order matrix is read. As each 
column is read, the corresponding updated objective row element 
and criterion row element is formed. Only the first portion, 
cPRQ^ and cPRV^, of each of the pricing vectors is used 
here but to the inner products are added the contributions 
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from the row-order matrix. These are the corresponding ele­
ments of Pq*'* and P^\ respectively. Thus the jth elements 
of the updated objective row and criterion row are 
A-Oj = %bj + cP%0 -A : (5.36) 
(*) _ ^(t) (*)' (0) 
.
c -J 
and 
,(t) (t) (t)' (0) 
&rj = ?rj + c?%r cA.j - (5.37) 
The computation of these elements was required so that 
the incoming column may be selected. Their use depends upon 
whether the criterion row was selected by the most negative 
element in the program vector or by the largest fractional 
part. If it was selected by the most negative element, then 
the criterion row is the outgoing row. This case is treated 
identically to the dual simplex algorithm, i.e., the column 
number corresponding to the minimum (in absolute value) non-
positive ratio of the objective row element to the criterion 
row element becomes the index of the incoming column. 
If the criterion row were selected by the largest frac­
tional part in the program vector, then a two-fold purpose is 
achieved by the computation of the updated criterion row. 
First, from this criterion row each element of the new frac­
tional part row is computed as 
= -<4^ " Nrj}) (5.38) 
and stored as the (p+l)st row of the matrix. This, then, 
s "fc becomes the (p-m) row of the row-order matrix. Also, as 
(t) 
each of these elements, -Prj , of the new row is computed, it 
(instead of the criterion row element itself) becomes the de­
nominator of the ratio used to select the incoming column. 
This is the case because, with the addition of the new row to 
the previously optimal solution, this row alone has a negative 
element in the program vector. Therefore, this new row must 
be selected as the outgoing row for this iteration. It should 
be noted that there is no change in the criterion for selection 
of the incoming column, i.e., by ratios of the elements of the 
objective row to elements of the outgoing row. 
At the conclusion of this reading of the column-type 
matrix the original (m+1) elements of the incoming column, 
I 
along with its index, s, have been saved from the column-order 
tape (if an eligible column exists). From a knowledge of the 
row number of the criterion row, the F^jp matrix is added to 
the sequence of stored transformation matrices and the effect 
of this new matrix is applied to the program vector. The only 
effect of the application of this matrix to the program vector 
is that an additional element is added (row p+1). This element 
is the negative of the fractional part of the r**1 row of the 
program vector. If an eligible column was not found, no feas­
ible solution exists. 
The updated incoming column will be a p-element or a 
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(p+1)-element vector depending on whether the matrix was aug­
mented by a fractional part row at this iteration. However, 
the original column-order matrix has only (m+1) elements for 
this vector. The application of the elementary transformation 
matrices will extend this column to its appropriate updated 
dimension because each successive F-type transformation matrix 
adds an extra element to the vector. Let t^, *2'" * * ' ^p-m-l 
the iteration indices of those (p-m-1) iterations at which a 
fractional part row was added to the model. Then if a new 
fractional part row is not being added at iteration t, the p-
(t) 
element updated incoming column, A s is given by 
E ( 2 )  ( 1 )  ( 0 )  ( 5 . 3 9 )  
r r . s 
where each of the subscripts, r, are functions of the itera­
tion number, as usual. If a new fractional part row is being 
added at iteration t, the updated incoming column will have 
(p+1) elements. It will be computed exactly as in equation 
5.39 except that the product on the right hand side of the 
(t) 
equation will be preceded by Fr . In the above notation, 
this would be the (p-m)st iteration at which a fractional part 
row was added to the model. 
From this updated incoming column and a knowledge of the 
index of the outgoing row, the elementary transformation matrix 
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for iteration (t+1) is calculated and stored. This new matrix 
is used to transform the program vector through the current 
iteration and the iteration information is recorded. These 
final two steps are exactly as in the dual simplex algorithm. 
At this point control is returned to the beginning as shown at 
Block 15 of Figure 6. 
Dantzig (1958a) suggests a method for full integer pro­
gramming which is similar to this. His formulation is simpler 
but may not converge as fast. The new restriction added at 
each suboptimum solution is a row with ones in every column 
(including the program vector) except those columns correspond­
ing to variables in the current basis. These elements are zero. 
There is no other difference between the methods. 
The method by Dantzig has the advantage that, for large 
storage capacity, these added restrictions might all be stored 
internally rather than on tape. Since every coefficient is 
l 
either zero or one, they may be packed very efficiently into 
words. Binary computers would be particularly useful for this 
me thod. 
F. New Algorithm for Partial Integer Programming 
The partial integer programming algorithm as given by 
Gomory (1960a) appears to be quite different from the full 
integer algorithm. However, from a computer logic standpoint, 
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the essential differences occur at only two points in the al­
gorithm. This fact makes it a reasonably easy matter to ex­
tend a full integer computer program for use with partial in­
teger models. In fact, the block diagram for partial integer 
programming given in Figure 7 differs from the block diagram 
of Figure 6 for full integer programming in only three blocks. 
These changes required only the addition of the underlined 
words "integer-variable subset of the" in Block 3 and Block 4 
and the addition of the single underlined word "pseudo-" in 
Block 11. 
In a partial integer model, a given proper subset of the 
variables of a problem are required to take on integer values 
only in the final solution. All other variables are assumed 
to be continuous variables with only their lower, and sometimes 
upper, limits established by the model. * Integer-variable 
subset1 is meant to define that set of variables required to 
be integer-valued in the final solution. Hence, integer-
variable subset of the program vector describes that set of 
variables in the current basis which are required to be integer-
valued in the final solution. This subset of the elements of 
the program vector can be found as follows. Consider all in­
teger variables in the current basis. The unitary vectors cor­
responding to these integer variables represent a subset of 
columns of the current identity matrix. The rows which have a 
one in any of this subset of columns indicate the current 
•integer variable rows'. The subset of elements of the pro-
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Figure 7. General block diagram for partial integer programming 
algorithm 
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gram vector to be examined for fractional parts are the ele­
ments in these integer variable rows. In practice, a stored 
record of these columns in the system will immediately reveal 
these elements. 
Variables not in the basis at the current iteration are 
all integer-valued (identically zero) by definition. Hence, 
the problem is solved when the variables in the current basis 
fulfill the appropriate integer requirements. 
As indicated by the revision to Block 11 (see underlined 
word in Figure 7), the fractional parts of the criterion row 
for the full integer algorithm are, instead, pseudo-fractional 
parts in the partial integer algorithm. Their use in the al­
gorithm is identical to that of fractional parts but their 
computation is quite different. This change is a result of 
two influences. One is that using fractional parts of coef­
ficients from a vector corresponding to a non-integer variable 
does not result in an appropriate restriction. That is, the 
derivation of the coefficients in the new restriction row 
should depend on whether it relates the new restriction to an 
integer or non-integer variable. The other change is an at­
tempt to speed the convergence by imposing as strong a restric­
tion as can be devised. 
It is recalled that the jth fractional part element, frj, 
is derived from the jth element of the criterion row, r, as 
frj = arj - nrj 
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where nrj is an integer value such that 
OS frj< l. 
Let fr be the fractional part of the criterion row element in 
the program vector, then the pseudo-fractional parts, frj,. are 
defined as 
rj 
rj 
fr(-arj) 
(1-fr) 
rj 
fr(l-'frj) 
(l-fr) 
if ar ;20 and x • is a non-integer 
variable 
if arj< 0 and xj is a non-integer 
variable 
if frj— fr and xj is an integer 
variable 
if f rj > fr and xj is an integer 
variable 
(5.40) 
Hence, a program for the partial integer algorithm can be 
obtained from a program for the full integer algorithm with 
only two relatively simple revisions. Obviously, both of these 
routines could easily be included in a program for doing linear 
programming (non-integer) by the dual simplex algorithm. 
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VI. SCALING OF PROGRAMMING INPUTS USING ANALYSIS OF 
VARIANCE PROCEDURES 
The problem of controlling the accuracy of the computa­
tions arises at many of the numerical steps in mathematical 
programming. These problems will occur frequently in integer 
programming because the technique is such that several of the 
significant digits of an element are often discarded in form­
ing the new restrictions of fractional parts. However, the 
problem is not at all unique to the integer algorithms and is 
the concern of those using linear programming codes, in general. 
The use of * floating point' arithmetic reduces these prob­
lems considerably. Double-precision floating point arithmetic 
provides a further improvement. Many linear programming codes 
will use single-precision floating point arithmetic during the 
bulk of the computations but then will resort to double-
precision floating point only in subroutines whose results are 
especially vital in retaining good overall accuracy. The sacri­
fice, if any, in computing time which results from the use of 
these special precautions is dependent upon the particular com­
puter and its arithmetic features. This varies from the one 
extreme in which the computer has fixed point arithmetic only 
to the other extreme where the machine language instructions 
of the computer include double-precision floating point opera­
tions. The more accurate type of arithmetic operations may 
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always be synthesized, i.e., be performed by a subroutine. 
For example, subroutines may be used to do floating point 
arithmetic on machines whose language includes only fixed 
point arithmetic. Of course, this slows the computing con­
siderably. 
The accuracy also depends upon the number of decimal 
digits contained in each storage word of the computer. Almost 
all decimal machines have ten-digit words while the binary 
machines usually have thirty-six or forty bits per word. 
Forty binary bits have an accuracy slightly greater than a 
twelve-digit decimal number. 
However, it is not the intention here to offer suggestions 
relative to control of internal accuracy by the program. The 
methods to be discussed here concern external techniques which 
aid in alleviating some of the accuracy problems. Namely, a 
method for preconditioning of the input coefficients will be 
presented. The method will consist of obtaining a set of row 
and column multipliers which are used to scale the input co­
efficients. 
For years, numerical analysts have been faced with the 
problem of preconditioning matrices to improve their computa­
tional properties, especially in operations which required 
their inversion. The control of accuracy in the iterative 
process of linear programming is, after all, a matter of ob­
taining a highly accurate inverse of the basis. Consequently, 
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some of these classical techniques will be helpful in linear 
programming. However, along with the accuracy problem, there 
is an additional criterion to be considered in preconditioning 
a matrix for linear programming calculations. This concerns 
the effect of the preconditioning process on the convergence 
characteristics of the problem. As will be shown, the se­
quence of iterations will depend, to some degree, on the ac­
tual scaling factors used on the matrix. 
The process of ' scaling' as used here will mean the multi­
plication of each row and each column of the matrix by separate 
factors. In general, unless these scale factors are greater 
than zero, they will change the definition of the linear pro­
gramming problem because of the inequalities involved. They 
are usually selected in a manner which will optimize a certain 
condition of the matrix. One such method is given by Fulkerson 
and Wolfe (1962). These authors present a method which uses 
the ratio of the matrix entry of largest absolute value to 
that of smallest non-zero absolute value as their 'condition 
number'. Their algorithm uses a discrete linear programming 
model to find the scale factors which minimize this condition 
number. 
Although it appears that this algorithm is quite good, 
there are a couple of features where it seems that it could be 
improved. One shortcoming of this method is the fact that the 
criterion is independent of the actual sizes of the elements, 
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i.e., it deals only with their relative size. The final 
scaled matrix, using their algorithm, could be multiplied by 
any positive constant without changing the condition number 
for which they have found the minimum. In this matter, it 
seems wise to draw from the analogy between finding the recip­
rocal of a non-zero scalar and finding the inverse of a non-
singular matrix. This would suggest an additional restriction 
on the criterion. Namely, the reciprocal of the smallest ele­
ment (in absolute value) of the scaled matrix should be approxi­
mately equal to the largest element (in absolute value). This 
is immediately obvious if one considers the operations as per­
formed with a single-precision fixed point code. The concern 
is one of retaining the maximum possible number of significant 
digits in each transformed element while, at the same time, 
insuring that there will be no overflow. The same problem 
exists in floating point manipulations but is not as readily 
apparent nor is it quite as troublesome. 
The condition number criterion, as used by Fulkerson and 
Wolfe, gives very little weight in their algorithm to any of 
the elements except the 'outliers'. There may be some justi­
fication for this. However, in programs which use the product 
form of the inverse, there are many elements which are never 
transformed. Thus, it would be difficult to predict whether 
scaling difficulties are any more apt to arise from the out­
liers than from other elements of the matrix. It would seem 
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better to use a technique in which the results are weighted 
to some degree by all of the elements. For this reason, it 
seems that an analysis of variance procedure involving certain 
residuals based on all elements of the matrix would be an im­
provement. The comparison of these two techniques is somewhat 
analogous to a choice of a 'best fit' criterion in the use of 
regression analysis where one might, on one hand, minimize 
the absolute deviation or, on the other hand, minimize the sum 
of squared deviations. Another reason for this suggested ap­
proach will be advanced later. It is related to the effect 
on the convergence properties of the iterative process. 
One such method will now be developed in more detail. 
As in equations 1.1 and 1.2, let the linear programming model 
be written as 
Ax 5 b 
where 
f(x) = c'x 
is to be maximized. The process of scaling will be performed 
before the inclusion of slack and/or artificial variables 
which convert the inequalities to equalities. 
The row factors derived from this scaling process will 
need to be applied to each element of the b-vector as it is 
being applied to the corresponding row of the A matrix. Like­
wise, the column factors are applied to the elements of the 
c-vector as they are being applied to the corresponding column 
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of the A matrix. Consideration will now be given as to whether 
to use the b-vector and c-vector elements in the process of 
determining the row and column scale factors. 
One of the critical elements in the usual computing 
process used in linear programming is the pivot element at 
each iteration. This is the element of the transformed A 
matrix which belongs in both the incoming column and outgoing 
row. This element is never in the transformed b-vector or 
transformed c-vector. Hence, this gives no justification for 
including either of these vectors in the process. 
Arguments will be given here, however, to justify the 
inclusion of the c-vector and, conversely, the exclusion of 
the b-vector from the process. The c-vector argument is re­
lated to the convergence process rather than to the accuracy 
problem. The transformed c-vector elements are used in the 
criterion for selecting the incoming column at each iteration. 
The most negative element of this vector is chosen with the 
•hope* that, on the average, this will result in the 'best1 
simplex iteration, best in the sense that it will result in 
at least as great an increase in functional value as would any 
other selection of incoming column. This increase in func­
tional value at the tth iteration is given by 
where s is the index of the incoming column, r is the index 
of the outgoing row and ars is the pivot element. In order 
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to make this choice of incoming column a meaningful one, the 
scaling process must eliminate or at least reduce any corre­
lation between -c^^ and *4*Vars^ • 
Whereas, the c-vector elements will be considered in 
the scaling algorithm, the b-vector elements will not be in­
cluded. It is realized that this vector, after having been 
scaled by the row multipliers of the algorithm, might be im­
proved by a column multiplier. However, it is assumed that the 
choice of this multiplier would depend on the particular pro­
gram being used. In the usual procedure, this b-vector is 
kept updated at all times and often it is practical to store 
it as a double-precision vector while it is impractical to do 
so with the other data of the problem. 
Since the c-vector is to be included, it will be con­
venient, as before, to consider the negative of this vector as 
the zero row of the A matrix. Now, let each element of the 
matrix be written as 
aij = RicjQij (6'U 
where R^ and Cj are the row and column scale factors and will 
be restricted to values greater than zero. Hence, absolute 
values may be considered such that 
By taking logarithms of all non-zero elements (zero elements 
are ignored), 
( 6 . 2 )  
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log ij - log Rj_ + log Cj + log 
which is rewritten as 
dUj = ri + Cj + q^j 
Q ij (6.3) 
(6.4) 
with the obvious introduction of new symbols. The suggested 
algorithm is the determination of the r^ and c^ by the method 
of 1 fitting constants' to the two-way classification model 
given by equation 6.4. The antilog of these r^ and c^ yield 
the R- and C •, respectively. The scale factors are the recip-
J 
rocals of the R- and C; and can best be obtained as the antilogs 
-L J 
of -r^ and -cj, respectively. 
In order to compare the increase in functional value at 
an iteration using scaled values with that using original data, 
the expressions will be written in terms of the R^ and Cj. Let 
the zero column index refer to the program vector. Then, 
(""Qog)(Qro/Qrs) 
gives the increase using scaled data and 
<-R0Cs% s)(RrC0Qr0/RrCsQrs> 
which reduces to 
RqcO (~Qos^^ro/Qrs) 
gives the increase using unsealed data. These are exactly the 
same except for the RqCq factor which is a constant multiplier 
for all selections of r and s. The RqCq multiplier merely 
represents a change in the units of the functional value it­
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self. The increase in the functional can be regarded as the 
same in both cases yet the scaling will have definite effects 
on the order of selection of incoming columns. 
remove any artificial scales which would tend to make certain 
columns artificially more 'favorable1 than others in the sim­
plex process of column selection. 
Percentage changes in a general element of the matrix 
may be compared easily by observing that an updated element is 
obtained from its value at the previous iteration by the ap­
plication of a multiplicative interaction factor as follows : 
For scaled data, the incoming column will be selected 
as that column for which ("Qqj) is a maximum while with the 
original data the criterion becomes (-RgCjQgj). The factor, 
RQ, will be constant for all possible selections so the dif­
ference is in the Cj only. The purpose of scaling here is to 
This may be written as 
CcQi i^r i i s^ s r^jp j
•^i^jQi jRr^sQrs 
which reduces to 
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while with the scaled data it would be 
Qij 
1 - ^isQrj 
QijQrs 
It is seen then that the percentage change is not affected by 
the scaling and, in repeated application, it is unlikely to 
build up any row or column scale effects. At any rate, the 
scaling is most effective during the early stage of the itera­
tive process and fortunately, from the standpoint of increases 
in the functional value, this is the most productive stage. 
In many cases, it is hardly worthwhile to insist on the 
elegance of a least squares fit to obtain scale factors. A 
simple alternative is to obtain only column multipliers by 
averaging the logarithms of the absolute values of the non-zero 
elements for each column. These have the same advantage as 
the least squares approach in meeting the objective of making 
the usual 'incoming column'criteria more logical. However, this 
method does not, in general, yield a matrix which is well con­
ditioned for computational accuracy. 
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